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CALENDAR

The deadline for Calendar Items Is Tuesday at noon for the following Issue.

J~ttg~!

30mon

~!tlan and Gay Parent!
:;ambrldge, MA - Lesbian and Gay Folk· '
Project Is giving training sessions on the legal
janclng. Phillips Brooks House, Harvard Yard. ·
Issues surrounding custody and discussions' 7-9:30pm. Info: Dee at 661-7223, or Michael at
with lawyers famlllar with custody cases.
492-1339.
There will be three of these sessions on
New York, NY - Lesbian Feminist Liberation.
consecutive Saturdays, beginning this Satur- General
meeting, at the Women's Center, 243
day. B.U. Law School. Rm 832. 10am-5pm. Call
W. 20th St. 691-5460.
492-2655 for Info.
Boston, MA - Gay Light Support Group for
Boston, MA - OUT HERE! for lesbians and
high school and college age women who are,
gay youth 14-21. EVERY SATURDAY from
noon 'tll 5pm at the Arlington St. Church, 355 'or are considering being, lesbians. Meets
Boylston St. Join us this week for natural food . EVERY MONDAY from 7-9pm at the Arlington
·St. Church. Join us for raps, projects, outings.
cooking, a picnic, and a swim.
Cambridge, MA - Midsummer's gathering for
song and celebration for benefit of Boston
Ball Project. Solid Ground feminist singers,
Boston, MA - 'Gay Way' (WBUR, 90.9FM).
Marcia 1'aylor, and theatre by the Dorchester
~oln co-hosts Ann Maguire and David Socia·
Youth Alliance. At Redbook, 136 River St.,
and
their guests. 8:30-9:30pm.
7:30pm. Donation $2 (or what you can afford).
New York, NY - Lesbian Mothers Custody
Center. Dykes and Tykes Rap Sessions. Topic:
Building Support Networks. 7pm. 110 E. 23rdi
St. Room 502. Call 777-8357 for more Info. ;
Cllmbrldge, MA - Up from under coffeeCambridge, MA - Daughters of Bllltis Rap
house. "About Time", a women's Jazz group at Group. Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151
7pm. Donation $1.25 or baked goods. 136 Mass. Ave. 8pm.
River St.
Cambridge, MA - Basic self-help · group··
starting today at the Wome.n's Community
Boston, MA - Chiltern Mt. Club. Moat Mt.,
Health Center, 639 Mass Ave. call 547-2302 to
North Conway, NH. call Bob Randall:
register (before the 31st, please) and for more
492-6333 home, 862-8268 work, for more Info.
Info.
Boston, MA - Benefit concert sponsored by
the Lesbian Mothers Defense Fund and the
Cambridge, MA - 'Lifestyles of gay men and
lesbian women': an open dlscusslon at ClearLesbian and Gay Parents Project, at Somewhere, 295 Franklin, from 5-9pm. The woman's
Space, 465 Mass Ave. 8pm.
band 'Bulletproof' will play. Suggested
Whit• Plains, NY - Westchester Gay Men's·
donation $3. LGPP has a copy of the film 'In
Association weekly rap session and social.
the Best Interests of the Children.' If you are
EVERY TUESDAY from 8·11pm at WGMA ofInterested In having It shown call 492-2655
fice, 255 Grove St. All are welcome to attend.
and leave a message.
Call Gay Hotline any evening 8-11pm
Hanor,er, NH - Poetry reading by Grace Paley
428-4922.
at Rollins Chapel on the Green, Dartmouth
College. 8pm. $2.25 donation.
New York, NY - New York Gay Lawyers and
Boston, MA Come help plan for the
Law Students. First Annual Summer Outing
September Lesbian/Gay Town Meeting. Glad
Party. Jacob Riis Beach. Take the #3 express
Day Bookshop, 22 Bromfield St. 7:30pm. All
to the southern end of the line In Brooklyn.
members .of the community are invited.
We'll meet outside that station at about noon.
Vineyard Har,en, MA - 'Myths and truths
Call 628-8532 for more Info.
about gay liberation', a talk by Joe Martin.
·New York, NY - Lesbian Mother's Custody Unitarlan-Unlversallst Society of Martha'~
Center. Picnic In Prospect Park. Meet at 3rd
Vineyard, Main St. 8pm.
St. entrance (off Prospect Park West) at noon.
Lynn, MA - North Shore Gay Alllan(:e (NSGA):
Potluck. Bring children, friends, softball stuff,
Disco Party from 9pm-2am at Fran's Place,•
frlsbees, music, poetry & ?. Rain date: Aug. 5.
Washington St. Donation requested.
·Info: 777-8358.
Boston, MA - OUT HERE! Weclnesday even-·
Cambridge, MA - Closet Space (WCAS,
Ing summer rap groups organized by and for
AM740). Songs & Conversation with the Wall•
lesbian and gay youth. Arllngton St. Church,
·flower Order, a woman's music collective.
355 Boylston. Join us for an alternative to the
10am.
bars to meet and talk about our lives. For lesMorristown, NJ - Lesbian feminist collective
bians and gay youth 14-21.
meeting from 4-7pm. Call 343-6402 or 791-4252
Cambildge, MA - Focus meeting. All women·
for more Information.
Interested In working on the D.O.B. journal are
New York, NY - Dyke Anarchists. Meeting at
invited. 7:30pm. Old Cambridge Baptist
339 Lafayette St. (near Houston) 7pm.
Church, 1151 Mass. Ave.

3i tues

29 sun

aug i wed

1

2 thurs

Cambridge, MA -- Lesbian Liberation Is back!

Open leaderless discussion group EVERY
THURSDAY 8-10pm at the Women's Center,
46 Pleasant. 354-8807.
Allston, MA - Collective Artists Theatre and
the OP.en Door Theatre present Robert
Patrick s Kennedy's Children, Thursday
'through Sunday from now 'tll Aug. 26. Mainstage of Boston Arts Group, 367 Boylston,
8pm. Call 522-5492 for ticket Information.
Cllmbrld'1•• MA - Brownies and Tea 'get' acquainted for anyone Interested In helping
publicize fall ClearSpace events through writing, drawing or light typing. 7:30-9pm. 405 ·
Mass Ave (4th fl). Call 646-0772 for Info.
New York, NY - Gay Activists Alliance
general membership meeting, 339 Lafayette
(near Houston). 8:30pm. Everybody welcome.
·FREE!
New York, HY - Committee of Lesbian and
Gay Male Socialists meeting at the School for
Marxist Education, 830 Broadway, 8th floor
(between 12th and 13th St.) 7:30pm. All are
welcome.
Cambridge, MA - Daughters of Bllltls Rap
Session at Old Cambridge Baptist Church,
1151 Mass Ave. 8pm.
Concord, NH - Womankind bag lunch. Topic:
Women at home. Noon to 1pm. 15 Warren St.
FREEi Just bring your lunch.
New Yorlf, NY - Committee of Lesbian and
Gay Male Socialists. General meeting, at the
School for Marxist Education, 830 Broadway,
8th floor, 7:30pm. All are welcome. Info: (212)
,988-3012.
·New York, NY - West Side Discussion
,Group. Gay porno movie nights, featuring the
best In new male films. Presentation and
discussion by -a prominent film buff. Unisex.
8,:30pm. $2 donation. 26 9th Ave. 691-4733.

3 frl

Cambridge, MA - Gay Dance, Phillips Brookt
House, Harva,rd Yard. 9pm-1am. Sponsored by
the Lesbian · and Gay Caucus at Harvard.
DonatlOIT'$2.-

4 sat

Boston, MA - OUT HERE! for lesbians and
,gay youth 14·21. meets EVERY SATURDAY
•from noon to 5pm at the Arlington St. Church,
355 Boylston; Join us for outings, raps and
projects.
Boston, MA - Lesbian and Gay Parents
Project training session. See July 28.
Hanol'er, NH First Annual Women's1
Summer Festival. Speakers, workshops, art•
lsts, poets, plays, games and music. Free daycare. Call Mary Moore at 643-3726 for more
Info.

Cambridge. MA - ClearSpace Minds and
Bodies Workshop. 4-6pm.
Athol, HY - A Woman's Place. We WIil discuss the relations between racism and sexIsm as they affect us as women of all ethnic
backgrounds. Call (518) 623-9970.

5 sun

-Phlladelphta, PA - Gay Community Cente.
Coffeehouse at 326 Kater St. from 1-5 pm. Call
WA2-1623 for Information about other coffeehouse activities throughout the week.
Portsmouth, NH Regular meeting of
Seacoast Gay Men. For more Information and
location call (603) 431-7877 evenings.
Cambridge, MA - Lesbian and Gay Folkdanctng. For location call Dee at 661-7223 or
:Michael at 492-1339.
'. Boston, MA - Chiltern Mt. Club hike on
iFranconia Ridge Trail, Lincoln, NH. can Bob
IRandall at 492-6333 (home) or 862-8288 (work).
;oetrolt, Ml - Michigan's 1979 Gay Picnic at
Warsaw Park, 20 miles north of Detroit. Con•
·tests, dancing, sporting events. call 752-7171
for more Info.
Boston, MA - Women's Freedom Stride.
Women, men and children running to protest
·violence against women and to develop more
effective community safety networks. Franklin Park by the zoo. 9am. There'll be a 2 and 6
mile run and a 2 and 6 mlle brisk walk.

7 tues

Boston, MA - 'Gay Way' (WBUR-FM 90.9)
Join co;hosts Ann Maguire and David Socia
and their guests. 8:30-9:30pm.
,Marblehead, MA - North Shore Gay Alliance
(NSGA) regular meeting. John Ward on legal
issues. Call 745-9555 for directions. 8pm.

8w•d

Boston, MA - ClearSpace Men's Connec- .
lions plans a social evening. Meet at 7:15 at
103 Charles St. to attend the belle! at the
Esplanade. Call 227-4327 or 876-0215 for more
Info.

9 thu,s

New York, NY - West Side Discussion
Group. 'Gay Astrology'. A well-known gay astrologist will analyze the medium as It per,talns especially to gay men and w.omen. Uni·sex. 8:30pm. 26 9th Ave at 14th St. Social hour
with refreshments following the meeting. Doriation $2,
Cambridge, MA Daughters of Bilitis,
organization for women, discussions EVERY
TUESDAY and first, third and fifth THURSDAYS of each month. 1151 Mass. Ave., Old
Cambridge Baptist Church. 8pm. Bring
•efreshments to share. Call 661-3633 for office
hours and activities.
'
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New Film Draws Protests in New York

By Gary V. Richards
NEW YORK, NY - Director
William Friedkin and producer
Jerry Weintraub are currently in
New York City. filming what has
been called "a horror show of
Exorcist-style mayhem" which allegedly mirrors the director's
homophobic attitudes. Cruising is
the story of a man who searches
out and brutally murders. gay
victims in the Rambles of Central
Park and the bars of Greenwich
Village. A police officer [played
by Al Pacino], while pursuing the
Riller, discovers his own. homosexuality and turns homicidal
himself. The gay community in
New York is in an uproar, charging that not only does the film
misrepresent the gay lifestyle, but
that it could also trigger _a national
backlash or bring more violent
attacks on gay people. They are
taking action against the film.
Friedkin, who adapted Gerald
Walker's 1970 novel for the
screen, has kept his scripts well
hidden. Ginny Vida, media director for the National Gay Task
Force (NGTF), said in an interview that they had received no cooperation from the film-makers in
their investigation of the film.

Vida said that Ron Gold of NGTF
had a two-hour meeting with Jerry
Weintraub which she called "very
unsatisfactory." "He refused to
allow us to look at the script,
refused to allow the gay community to have any input,'' said
· Vida. She went on to say that
since that meeting, NGTF had ob. tained a script "through other
means."
When asked how the content of
the film first came to be known
and suspected of being dangerous,
Vida replied, "Some people
[working on the movie] began to
complain about it ... we received
calls, people quoting to us some of
the little bits of dialogue they had
seen, such as one guy sitting on a
barstool saying to the other guy,
'Well, how'd you like to fuck me
in the ass' . . . Not any kind of
·dialogue that would portray anyone as more than just a sexual
object."
Initially, gay bars in the city
were cooperating with the filming
of Cruising, allowing the crews to
shoot in their establishments.
Vida explained, "I don't think
people really knew how bad the
film was. Nobody was shown a
script, people who tried out for

the film were only shown the lines
that involved their participation.''

Perpetuation of Stereotypes
Concern in the gay community
about Friedkin's production centers around both the perpetuation
of gay stereotypes in the media
and potential reaction that might
ensue from the public should the
film be completed. Arthur Bell,
whose recent article in the Village
Voice prompted the current
reaction agail}st the. movie, called
Cruising "Homophobic, detrimental, ugly, perverse, and nonrepresentational ." He told GCN,
"We know the film, we know
Friedkin's background. I had to
do a quick reading of the script at
one point, and it's horrific. It's
just terrible. It shows .gays in the
worst possible light." GCN attempted to contact Friedkin and
Weintraub to discuss the film, but
they were unavailable. Walker,
author of the novel, could not be
located.
Vida voiced the sentiments of
NGTF: "We are concerned that
the film misrepresents gay people
. . . we're concerned that there
may be violence toward the gay
community on the part of people
who might see the film, we're

Bouncer Assaults Journalist
By Bruce Michael Gelber/

NEW YORK, NY ~ Prominent journalist and gay activist
Doug Ireland was assaulted outside Julius' bar before four witnesses early in the morning of July
20, by a_ man later identified as the
bar's floor manager, Jack Riviera.
Ireland had been distributing
copies of a · leaflet, which was
critical of the projected William
Friedkin film Cruising, inside the
bar.
Ireland and Village Voice· columnist Arthur Bell arrived at
Julius', the oldest operating gay
bar in New York City, at 12:15
a.m., with copies of a leaflet declaring Cruising "a rip-off that
uses gay male stereotypes as the
backdrop for a horrific story of
murder,s of homosexuals. Gay
men," the text continued, "are
presented as one-dimensional,
sex-crazed lunatics, vulnerable
victims of violence and death."
Bell remained before the front entrance of the bar, distributing the
fly~rs, while Ireland leafleted
inside.
A blond man came out of
Julius' and demanded that Bell
cease leafleting. When Bell
refused, the man re-entered the
bar and re-emerged, shortly after
Ireland did, accompanied by
a man he called "Jackie" - Jack
Riviera, the bar's floor manager.
Ireland handed Riviera a leaflet
and urged him to read it. Riviera

then ·grabbed the remaining leaflets from Ireland's· hand, tore
them up, and began punching
Ireland repeatedly in the mouth,,
backjng him into the gutter and
ignoring the efforts of the blond
man to restrain him.
Riviera and the blond man entered the bar, leaving witnesses
stunned and Ireland bleeding profusely from facial wounds. While
awaiting police, who had been
summoned immediately following
the incident, Ireland, his face,
shirt, and handkerchief bloodied,
stopped patrons leaving the bar
and those intending to enter, apprising them of the assault.
Sixth precinct Police Officers
Bowman and Landi arrived at 1
a.m. When, at first, Ireland insisted. that witnesses to the incident accompany the officers and
him into the bar to search for
Riviera, Bowman and Landi
threatened to leave
with out
taking his complaint. Ireland a~d
the officers then entered the bar,
but proved unable to find the assailant.
Another
Julius'
employee's story that the management had sent Riviera home immediately after the incident did
not jibe with witnesses' having
kept close watch on the bar's only
apparent entrances from the time
of the assault on.
After the police took reports
from Ireland and from witnesses,
including Bell and Soho Weeklv

News staff writer Rob Baker,
Ireland was taken by ambulance
to St. Vincent's Hospital, where
he received 16 stitches - eight in
his upper lip, five in his lower lip,
and three inside his mouth.
Ireland said he was "prepared
to be very militant around this
issue," and announced his intention to bring civil and criminal
action against Julius' proprietor,
Fred Lutz, and Riviera. Criminal
lawyer James La Rosa will represent him in the civil suit.
Ireland has been a staff writer
for the Soho Weekly News and a
contributor to New York magazine.

NEW YORK, NY - For the
third consecutive day, on July 25,
angry crowds protested the West
Village filming of Cruising, a film
directed by William Friedkin and
starring Al Pacino, about a
psychopathic murderer of gays.
After sporadic attempts to
otstruct the filming throughout
the week, an emergency · rally
Wednesday [July _25] night at
Sheridan Square developed into a
militant march in which a gay man
was arrested for allegedly assaulting a police officer.
The evening of protest began as
close to 200 lesbians and gay men
at the Sheridan Square rally heard
Village Voice columnist Arthur

Bell denounce Cruising for its sensationalizing of anti-gay violence.
Bell, one of the few individuals
outside of the cast who has seen a
copy of the movie's script [gay
organizations were denied access
to it], preducted that it would pro_voke a wave of physical attacks
against gays across the country.
''When this movie is released,
people will be killed . . . it is a
matter of saving human life," he
said. Bell has spoken out forcerully against the film in his Voice
column and on New York television, encouraging gays to do
whatever they can to hamper and
ultimately stop the shooting of the
film.
Chanting "Hey, hey, no, no,

NGT F Issues
Statement

NEW YORK, NY - National
Gay Task Force (NGTF) coexecutive directors Lucia Valeska
and C. F. Brydon today issued the
following statement regarding the
film Cruising:
Ed. Note: As GCN was going to
''The National Gay Task Force,
press, an update on this story after careful consideration of the
arrived. The name of the bouncer questions of free speech and cenat Julius' is George Rivera, not sorship involved, has decided to
Jack Riviera, as stated above. lend its full support . to all nonDoug Ireland contacted New York violent efforts to halt the filming
County District Attorney Robert of Cruising, now shooting in New
Morganthau, who contacted the York City. As the result of a readSixth Precinct 'to demand action ing of the script and conversations
on Ireland's charges. By Friday, between members of our staff and
July 20, police had rounded up six Cruising producer Jerry Weinsuspects. On July 21, witnesses to · traub, we have reached the conthe attack were called in by Det. clusion that the film in its present
Robert Intartaglia in an attempt form represents a gross distortion
to identify Ireland's attacker. All . of the lives of gay men by portraywitnesses identified Rivera, who is ing them as violent and sex-obsessaid to have an arrest record that sed; that it is likely to do untold
includes one prior arrest for damage to all gay women and men
assault.
by encouraging discrimination,
prejudice and violence against us.
Like other groups before us who

Protest Marches Aim· to Stop Cruising,
By Philip Shehadi

concerned that it may threaten gay held at the Washington Square
rights legislation that may be Methodist ·Church. Between seven
pending . around the country or and eight hundred people gatherthat may be introduced, and fi- ed to voice their condemnation of
nally, we're concerned ' with the the movie and to plan disruptions
effect on general public attitudes , of the filming.
.
which have improved over the last
Bell explained that what has
ten years."
turned out to be a major show of
There is the feeling that ifCruis- solidarity among gay people
ing is completed as the major started when he and several other
motion picture that it would be, it journalists met on July 17 to plan
would continue in .the media the actions against _ Friedkin's film.
denial of a positive gay image. '' All of us who were there, with
"There's no balance," said Bell. the exception of one," he said,
"We [gays] have nothing on the "decided that the way to go was to
screen. Every time George Burns run pamphlets announcing a town
opens his mouth and makes a fag- meeting to inform _the gay comgot remark or Glenda Jackson munity about what was going
and George Segal have a bit of down and try to stop producconversation about fags, we have tion."
no counterbalance. This is it!"
''We pamphleted everywhere,''
David Rothenberg of the New said Bell. "I don't think there was
York City Human Rights Com- a house on Fire Island that didn't
mission voiced a similar ·concern get one in its mailbqx . . . we
about Friedkin's film. "The only covered the Village, the East Side
way gay people are depicted in and West Side." The result of this
films these days [is] as caricatures, effort was an "overwhelming"
suicidal, or homicidal," he said. turnout at the small church, with
"They're still making movies on people filling the streets outside.
our backs; it's horrible. They have
Promotions for the town meetthe right to make the movie, but ing cost Doug Ireland, political
we have the right to do everything writer and former campaign
we can not to cooperate with it manager for Bella Abzug, the
and make it economically diffi- price of 16 stitches. While he was
cult."
handing out pamphlets at Julius',
Town Meeting Is Called
a bar on· W. 10th Street, he was
Since Bell's article on Cruising accosted by a man who was later _
appearead in the July 16 Voice, · identified as George Rivera, the,
there have been considerable dis- floor manager of the bar, who
cussion and efforts toward educa- rushed out, grabbed the pamphtion about the contents of the lets, and struck Ireland several
film. Participation in the gay times.
community reached · a peak on
Continued on page 6
July 24, when a town meeting was

the movie Cruising's got to go"
and ''Out of the bars and into the
streets,"
the
demonstrators
marched ·down Christopher Street
to Greenwich Street, gathering additional protestors from the bars
en route, and proceeded to the site
of the filming, a recently-opened
gay bar called Stonewall II at 9th
Ave. and 14th SL
Here, the anger of the crowd
reached a high point as rocks were
thrown at the barricaded facade
of the empty bar and obscenities
shouted at the bar's owners.
As police officers surrounded
the area, a scuffle IProke out in
which a gay man was pinned to
the ground by two plainclothes
police officers - according to

police reports, after having
slashed the tires of a police car
and physically assaulted an
officer. Another gay man who attempted to obstruct the arrest was
kicked and forcefully removed by
police.
Shouting "Bigots and the cops
.go hand in hand" and "Gays fight .
back against police brutality," the
march then returned to the Sheridan Square area, briefly blocking
traffic on 7th A venue and proceeded to the 6th Precinct for a
final rally to demand the release
of the arrested man. He was to
appear in court on felony charges ·
Thursday morning, July 26.
Clearly, the response of the
Village gay community to what is
seen as a homophobic and exploitive film has only begun. Plans

have been victimized by false and
inflammatory media images, we
will not sit still for an 'entertainment' that debases our humanIi.. ity.''
Valeska and Brydon sent the
following message to the Mayor's
Office on Motion Pictures:
"We were hoping that the cooperation offered by the city to
the producers of Cruising could be
withdrawn without putting the
city in a censorship position. We
are stil hopeful that New York
City will be able to give minimal
cooperation to the film consonant
with its concerns for free speech.
We hope that the gay community
will not dir:ect its ire towards
Mayor Koch, but will continue its
protest against those who foster
bigotry in the name of free expression, including the film's producer
and director, Lorimar Productions, which is financing it, and
United Artists, which may distribute it."
·
hav:e been made to return to the
filming sites Thursday and Friday
[July25 and26].
Despite commitments by the
police to protect and cooperate
with the demonstrators, there
have been reports of rough treatment of gay marchers on several
occasions. There are also reports
of film company guards carrying
weapons , to protect equipment
and filming operations.
Legal avanues are ·also being ex~
plored in an effort to get Mayor
Koch to revoke the film company's permits. The mayor issued
a statement July 25 refusing to
issue a stop order, but the movement to gain an injunction against
the film appears to have the support of Manhattan's borough
president, Andrew Stein.
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News Notes ·
quote of the week

sage is for senior gays

stop hyde in '79

"[Friedkin's] film promises to be the most
oppressive, ugly, bigoted look at homosexuality ever
presented on the screen, the worst possible nightmare of the most uptight straight and a validation of .
Anita Bryant's hate campaign. It will negate years of
positive movement work and may well send gays .
running back into the closet and precipitate heavy.
violence against homosexuals ... He's not only
playing with a keg of dynamite, he's throwing a match
to it."
-Author and Village Voice columnist Arthur Bell,
discussing Willi.am Friedkin's new film, Cruising, now being shot in Manhattan. This quotation was extracted from his ·column, "Bell
Tells," in the July 16 Village Voice.

NEW YORK, NY-- Senior Action in a Gay EnCHICAGO, IL - The Reproductive Rights Navironment (SAGE) has been formed by a coalition of tional Network (R2N2) has launched a campaign
·professionals in social service and gerontology and aimed at defeating the Hyde Amendment in 1979. The
by concerned members of the local gay community. Hyde Amendment prohibits Medicaid funding for
SAGE's program is aimed at those older gay people abortions unless a woman's life Is In danger; unless a
who are not part of a "supportive friendship network" woman has been raped (and reports it within six
or for -whom this network has been weakened by weeks); or unless a pregnancy would be likely to
disability, geographic scattering, or death. SAGE in- cause "severe and long-lasting damage to a woman's
tends to Identify and assess the needs of these health (as determined by two doctors)."
women and men in terms of their physical, emotional,
First passed in 1977, the Hyde amendment has
environmental, and social well-being.
been responsible for a 99% reduction in MedicaidProspects for long-term funding are considered funded abortions, according to a recent report by Jo"encouraging," but the immediate costs of program seph Califano,former Secretary of Health, Education,
formation and implementation are being sought and Welfare. Only 18 states still provide public funds
through
community
support.
Tax-deductible for abortions.
donations or inquiries about SAGE programs may be
R2N2 has recently begun to organize a drive to
gay servicepeople unite
sent to SAGE, Inc., 487-A Hudson St., New York, NY stop the Hyde Amendment this year, and is making
NEW YORK,·NY - A group has been formed by 10014.
available petitions, pamphlets, posters, and buttons
and for gay and lesbian personnel in the U.S. military
toward this end. For information, write R2N2, 3244 N.
Clark, Chicago, IL 60657.
services who are stationed in Europe. For infor- information center opens at buddies
mation, write to English-speaking Gays, Attention _
BOSTON, MA - A free Gay Community InformaRichard, Postfach 6526, 7500 Karlsruhe 1, Federal tion Center has opened at Buddies, 733 Boylston St. . gayphone serves michigan
Republic of Germany.
Aimed at providing information about organizations
DETROIT, Ml - GayPhone is a non-profit infor-.
Servicepeople still in the United States but and services available to the Boston area lesbian and mation center for the lesbian and gay male communanticipating a posting to Europe may write to Sp/4 gay male communities, the center presently operates , ities from metropolitan Detroit to southeastern MichRichard A. Matera, Co. A, 8th Aviation Bn., APO New in the ·coat-check room. Plans call for the contin- igan. GayPhone provides information about gay .
York, NY 09111.
uation of the service in The Lounge at Buddies in the organizations, upcoming events, volunteer openings,
fall. The Information Center is staffed from 9pm until speakers' bureaus, gay-owned businesses, referrals,
new hampshire group supports march
1am, and printed materials are available when , no · news, and items of ,interest to the gay community.
CONCORD, NH - The New Hampshire lesbians' person is in attendance. Organizations wishing to be The phones are staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a
. and gay men's coalition has voted to support and to listed with the Gay Community Information Center week .
encourage participation in the October 14 March on may drop off material at Buddies. Representatives of :
If your group wishes to list information about
Washington for lesbian and Gay Rights.
such organizations are also invited to take a turn at itself with GayPhone, or if you are involved in a
The vote came at the organization's second . s.t~ffi_n~ the center.
· business or offer professional services and are intermeeting on July 15, following a report by Skip
ested in receiving referrals, call GayPhone at (313)
Ordway, who represented New Hampshire at the assault conference scheduled
~f>~-236?.
.
Hou ston conference to plan the march.
LAKE GENEVE, WI - The Steering Committee
• Ordway reported that the travel committee for of the National Coalition Against Sexual Assault law ruled unconstitutional
the national march is seeking gay travel agents (NCASA) has called for a nationwide conference of
PITTSBURGH, PA - Judge George Ross of the .
through which march participants can purchase programs and individuals concerned with the issue of . Allegheny County Criminal Court has ruled Pennsyltransportation to Washington. Names of such sexual assault. The conference will be held Aug. vania's law concerning voluntary deviate sexual interagents, as well as persons interested in car pooling, 24-26 in Lake Geneve, WI.
course unconstitutional. Citing recent rulings by
will be provided to callers of the national march transA fee of $45 covers registration, two nights In a'. other courts that all sexual practices not involving
portation hot line (800-528-7382).
dormitory, and all meals. In addition, camping facil- force, corruption of minors, or public offense be
Any agents in or near New Hampshire interested ities in the area will be available. For further informa- excluded form criminal law, Ross ruled that the law
in assisting prospective marchers may contact Ord- tion, contact Sandy Lambert, NCASA, P.O. Box 585, was unconstitutional because it applied only to unway at (603) 225-3929.
_Harrisburg, PA 17108.
married persons.
The next meeting of the coalition, open to les-:
Ross' opinion came after pretrial arguments in a
bians and gay men interested in social and politlcal o'leary leaves ngtf
c·ase Involving .arrests of staff and patrons of Pittsaction in New Hampshire, will be Sunday, Aug. 19, be- .
NEW YORK, NY - Jean O'Leary, who has served · burgh's Penthouse Theatre. Arrests were made after
ginning promptly at 1pm.
as Co-Executive Director of the National Gay Task patrons allegedly were permitted to participate on
For more information, contact Ellen McClung, 31 : Force (NGTF), leaves her post at the end of this - ·stage in various forms of sex with dancers. Charges
:Union St., Concord, NH 03301; or Gilbert Caron, 25, month. She has taken a position with a Los Angeles- i against half a dozen patrons were dropped, but four
_F_ulton St., Nashua, NH 03060, (~03) 883-5_~83.
based real estate investment firm but due to the na- i employees were held on charges of voluntary deviate ·
ture of the job, she will be spending a lot of time in sexual intercourse and criminal conspiracy.
texas gay conference scheduled
New York.
In his six-page opionion, Ross stated that perAUSTIN, TX - The Texas Gay Task Force is
In a letter addressed to members and friends of sons not married to each other are entitled to the
sponsoring the sixth annual Texas Gay Conference NGTF, O'Leary said, "I'm proud to have been able to same privacies guaranteed to married couples In sexfrom August 17-19 in Austin. last year's conference, participate in the accomplishments that have served ual practices.
held in Dallas, was attended by over 350 people.
to help us overcome our greatest oppression - our ,
Guest speakers confirmed for this year's confer- invisibility - and which have enabled us to make our
ence include Leonard Matlovich and Pat Bond.: community a strong force, politically, culturally, and gay archives in need
Planned workshops Include such themes as : personally." She urged, "Remember - we are every-'
HOUSTON, TX - The Gay Archives of Texas, a
strengthening long-term relationships, sharing reli- where and each one of us can make a difference."
project of Integrity/Houston, is a research and
gious experiences, utilizing traditional civil law reLucia Valeska of New Mexico has been hired as: information center for the gay community. Currently ·
garding property ownership and wills, and several the new Co-Executive Director bf NGTF.
· - . operating in the Montrose Activity Center, the Arother topics relative to lesbian and gay interests.
- -·--chives consist of over 400 books, hundreds of news ·
Registration before August 7 is $20; after that . fauntroy promises support
.clippings, and collections of publications not readily.
date, registrants must pay $25 at the door. Partial _
WASHINGTON, DC - D.C. congressional dele- ·available in Texas. "scholarships" will be .available for registration, gate Walter E. Fauntroy, speaking at the Gay Com-•
Staffed by volunteers from the community, the
where needed, and child care will be available, as will munity Center on July 16, promised that he would Archives also depends·oncommun ity donations for
housing arrangements.
join lesbians and gay men in the March on Washing- funding and materials. In addition to monetary and
To register, or to obtain additional information, ton for Lesbian and Gay Rights, scheduled for Octo- personnel needs, the Archives needs file cabinets,
write TGC-6, P.O. Box 4654, Austin, TX 78765.
. ber 14. In his remarks, Fauntroy, a Baptist minister, shelves, and workers and materials to renovate the
drew parallels between the civil rights movement in facilities, which are described as "run down."
terpsichore is f~r women
which he worked with the late Dr. Martin Luther King,
To contribute, or for additional Information, conNEW ORLEANS, LA - Terpsichore Productions, Jr., and the gay rights movement. Fauntroy is one of tact Integrity/Houston, P.O. Box 16041, Houston, TX
a newly-formed women's production company, has 46 co-sponsors of the Waxman-Weiss BIii, the federal 77022.
· ·
organized as a music produdti\On group, but the gay civil rights measure currently In congressional
women hope to do theatrical productions as well. committee.
Any woman performer planning a tour who would like:
Tom Barstow, president of the Gertrude Stein plgtf seeks members
to include New Orleans in her itinerary may submit a Demo.c ratic Club, observed that gay political clout in
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The Philadelphia Lesbian
cassette tape and relevant information· to Washington became apparent last May when Paul and Gay Task Force (PLGTF) is seeking members to
Terpsichore Productions, 1836 Burgundy St., New Kunstler, a gay man, defeated a candidate backed by "create a unified force for change." PLGTF has .
Orleans, LA 70116.
Fauntroy associates in a bid for a seat on the Demo- existed since June, 1978, and since its Inception has
cratic State Committee. Last year, Barstow said, the· raised funds to support a full-time community organngtf seeks media director
Stein Club endorsed Fauntroy "kind of as an after- izer; negotiated a non-discrimination policy with the
NEW YORK, NY - The National Gay Task Force thought" in appreciation of his support of federal pro- , University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia's largest
· (NGTF) is· accepting applications for the position of gay legislation: 1he Washington Post has reported private employer; helped form a consortium for the ·
Media Director. The person hired will replace Ginny that Fauntroy has been something of a "closet sup- establishment of a medical services clinic for lesbian
Vida, who has announced her plans to resign from , _port~r'' <>! _
gay rig~ts in the past.
.women and gay men; supported an investigation into
NGTF as of October 15. A variety of responsibilities
racism and sexism within the gay community;
.benefit for lesbian mothers
are involved with the position.
contributed 10 the development of a political
Candidates must have a strong background in _ ·
BOSTON, MA - An evening at Somewhere on coalition for human rights in Philadelphia; and raised
gay and feminist issues and proven skills In writing, July 29 will benefit the Lesbian Mothers' Defense funds for a gay community cultural festival.
communications, and public speaking. Starting Fund. The event, from 5-9pm, is sponsored by the
The goal of .PLGTF Is to ~•provide an action
salary is $18,190 with "a liberal benefits package." Lesbian Mothers' Defense Fund and the Lesbian and · channel forthosewho're.committed ..•to human rights
Interested candidates, or those persons wishing . Gay Parents Project, and will feature Bulletproof and for all regardless of sexual preference." Contribuadditional information, are asked to submit resumes -Solidground. Children are welcome.
tions from members provide the only reliable means
or requests to the Co-Executive Directors, NGTF, by
A donation of $3 is requested, and there will be a : of support for the group. Membership contributions
August 17; duties will be effective October 1. Address raffle drawing for one-year subscription to Gay Com-· are tax-deductible and range between $5 and $250.
inquiries to NGTF, Room 1601, 80 Fifth Ave., New munity News. Som·ewhere is located at 53 Franklin
For further information, contact PLGTF, 3601
York, NY 10011.
· St., in Boston. Tickets are available in advance at; Locust Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104..
New Words and ~9men's Emporium.
1• ·
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Controversial Lett er
Remains a Puzz le
By David Brill
imitate the violence that had ocand Dan Daniel.
curred in San Francisco. . . . "
BOSTON, MA - Some un- Kathy
McDonald,
however,
answered _ questions
remain organizer of the Boston demonfollowing a story in a San Fran- stration, was pleased with the cocisco gay newspaper which re- operation proferred by the police
ported that Boston Mayor Kevin department and later wrote a
White wrote a letter to controver- letter to Police Commissioner
sial San Franciscq gay politico Jim Joseph Jordan telling him so.
Foster thanking him for "keeping
Robin
Maccormack ,
the
peace" at a Boston gay rights . mayor's liaison to the gay comdemonstration on May 24 .
munity, explained that the organ.The June 15 Sentinel article in- izers of the demonstration had
correctly reported that the Boston met with the police and that there
demonstration was . called to was no fear of violence, although
protest the defeat of gay rights he added that Foster came very
legislation. Iri fact, the event was close to inflaming the situation.
in response to the verdict handed He explained that police officers
down by a San Francisco jury assigned to the demonstration
against confessed assassin Dan were · instructed to protect the
White. It was only coincidental demonstrators "and nothing
that the'Massachusetts House ,had more."
defeated anti-discrimination legis- Origins of the Letter ·
lation the day before.
Immediately following the apFoster, a close friend of former pearance of the Sentinel article,
Advocate publisher David Good- GCN sought to obtain a copy of
stein and considered by many to the letter purportedly sent to
have been a bitter political oppon- Foster by White. The mayor's
ent of the late Harvey Milk, was in press office denied any knowledge
Boston that weekend visiting ofit.
former
State
Representative
GCN then inquired of MacElaine Noble, who is currently a cormack, who, as White's liaison
legislative aide to Boston's Mayor to the gay community, would
White. It was largely through normally be expected , to know
Noble's efforts that Foster was about such things. He expressed
made the featured speaker at the surprise at the Sentinel story ._ an~
May 24 demonstration.
agreed to check around at the
The mood of the crowd in Bos- mayor's office in an attempt to
ton, though, was largely hostile to determine the source· of the letter.
Foster, who condemned the
Maccormack explained that
violence of the demonstrations only three people ~ tJtty governwhich followed the· announcement
of the White verdict. Foster's
remarks were ' interrupted nu- ·
merous times by loud booing and
hissing (see GCN Vol. 6, No. 45).
The Sentinel article, however, reported, "At the· end of Foster's
speech, which dealt at length with
the issues of the demonstration [in
San Francisco], the crowd booed
down those who·were shouting for
a riot ... _."
The Sentinel also reported that
"both gay and straight · officials Jim Foster, recipient of a letter.
were extremely concerned that p~rportedly ~ent by Boston Mayor
some gay Bostonians might try to . Kevin White
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Swimmers Atta cked

By Walter Williams
CINCINNAT I, OH
A
group of about 50 people, mostly
young adults and teenagers,
charged into a city park where gay
people were having a swimming
party on June 8. Gay people were
attacked, climaxing a year in
which this conservative Ohio
city has become aware of its gay
population.
c In April 1.978, gay news was
] given local coverage as the police
tl.. began massive arrests of men who
] were accused of public sex in the
~ parks. Those arrested claimed en~ trapment or outright falsification
by police, and leaders of the
:i Greater
Gay Coalition
d! (GCGC),Cincinnati
which had been organRobin Maccormack, Special Asized only a few months earlier,
sistant to the Mayor and liaison to
responded that the arrests were
Boston's gay community
carefully designed to embarrass
ment are authorized to sign the . proposed Human Rights
White's name to official corres- Ordinance then before the City
pondence: Pat Foley, who is the Council. The ordinance, which has
mayor's personal secretary, and never been voted on, included a
Helen Radciewicz, both of whom clause protecting people from diswork in City· Hall, where White crimination on the basis of sexual
and Maccormack have offices, orientation.
and Beth Charney, who works in
GCGC and the Lesbian Activist
the City Hall Annex on Tremont Bureau joined forces to organize a
Street.
Lesbian/Gay Pride Rally at the
After checking with these and major city ~quare. The mayor proother people, he found no one claimed "Gay Pride Day" and
who had any recollection of such a about 150 people showed up.
letter being written or signed. Later there was a gay picketing of
"Furthermore "
said city hall, urging . passage of the
Maccormack ,' "I would not have Human Rights Ordinance. None
recommended that any such letter of this had much of an impact on
be written.''
the city as a whole, according to
Maccormack
inquired
of GCGC, and comparatively little
Noble, who said she knew nothing publicity was generated.
of such a letter except for a teleBy 1979 things had changed. A
phone call she said she had re- gay movie fes ti val was held in late
ceived from Foster, during which February at the University of Cinhe mentioned that he had received cinnati, which has a non-discrimia note of thanks from White.
nation clause in its faculty conDuke Smith, political editor of tract. Anita Bryant had scheduled
the Sentinel and author of the a concert in Cincinnati that same
original report, said in a telephone - week-end and over 200 picketers
interview that he found out about showed up to protest her appearthe letter from "a mutual ac- ance; this was the largest gay proquaintance" and obtained a copy test in the city's history.
of it from Foster. He said that he
GCGC and other local organidid not keep his copy.
zations like the Metropolitan
GCN contacted Foster, who Community Church (MCC) besaid that he had given the original came more active, sponsoring gay
letter to Smith, __whom he de- outings at amusement parks,
Continued on Page 7 skating rinks, and public parks. A
gay newsletter, The Yellow Page
was begun and now has a circulation of 1,'500. A gay radio
(sex,
race, color,
religion, _show and a gay telephone line also
handicap, and national/ ethnic increased exposure and improved
origin).
· communication among 'the city's
During the summer of 1978:the lesbian and gaymalecommunities.
Office of the Dean of students, There was a flurry ·of community
which publishes the Student Regu- organizing, building on previously
lations Handbook, began inter- existing groups like Dignity and
preting the policy as inclusive of MCC. New gay organizations also
students, and with concurrence formed, including a gay business
·from the Office of President Emil association, a youth group, a
C. Danenberg, . printed ·the full voters' league, and various
policy in the Handbook. When support groups.
school began, Thomas, re-elected ·
The week of June 24-30, with
for a second term as chairperson the celebration of the 10th anni-,
of OCGU (after taking a year off versary of Stonewall, was conto avoid a conflict of interest with sidered
high point .for Cinhis position on the Student cinnati's gay community. The
Finance Committee), asked the week included rollerskating, a
Conti_
nued on Page 7 bowling and billiards party, a
lesbian hayride, a meeting of the
Ohio Gay Rights Coalition, and
the second annual rally on the
downtown square. Again the
mayor (a new one) issued a
"Lesbian/Ga y Pride Day" proc. lamatipn, but this time there was
.cial barriers and are used to much publicity of the proclamaoppress gay people."
Becker's original resolution was
proposed following a report in the
City Paper which described
BOSTON, MA ·- The chief
B(}A's policy concerning man/ suspect in the July 9 murder of a
boy love as "lukewarm" in its gay man on Boston's Public Garsupport of such relationships and den surrendered himself shortly
after the age of consent issue had before midnight on July 23 to
become "a huge controversy" for police in Jacksonville County,
planners of the October 14 March NC. Michael P. Ramsden, 20, was
on Washington for Lesbian and wanted for the murder of 21-year
Gay Rights. At the urging of old Gerald '.'Timmy" Ashby (see
Roger Hanson, chair of the BGA GCNVol. 7, No. 2)1
Legal Action Committee, as well
Ramsden, popularly known as
as several others, the resolution "Bip," had been the object of a
was amended to express support massive search since the murder.
for the rights of persons involved Some of the victim's friends had
i_n such_ relationships without formed their own vigilante group
Continued on Page 7 and were planning to retaliate

Oberlin Flip-Fl~Ps on Discrimination ·

OBERLIN, OH
Oberlin
College has begun full implementation of a non-discrimination
policy that includes protection on
the bases of both sexual
orientation and marital status.
The policy, contained in the
school's Affj.rmative Action Plan,
was passed by · the Board of
Trustees in February of 1977. It
reads;'Non-discrimination means
administering programs and treating all persons without regard to
race, color, national ongm,
religion, creed, age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family
relationships to an -employee of
Oberlin College, physical handicaps, or veteran status, except

where such a distinction is
required by law or proved to be a
bona fide occupational qualification.''
Whether .this policy covers employees has never been in
question; however, its impact on
students has been clouded with
confusion. At the time of its passage,
Jim
Thomas,
then
Chairperson of the Oberlin College Gay Union (OCGU), inquired
as to what effect it would have on
students. In speaking with Emanuel Harris, Director of Personnel,
he was told that it did not apply to ·
students in any way, leaving them
with only that protection required
by federal funding regulations

Group Urges Repeal.
of Age of Consent Laws

BALTIM ORE, MD - The Bal- munity Center of Baltimore stated
timore Gay Alliance (BOA) has that the meeting at which the
made a policy decision it termed resolution was approved "drew a
"important" by adopting a reso- larger than usual number of gay
lution supporting the rights of men, including a number of mempeople involved in consensual bers of Gay Youth of Central
sexual activities regardless of the Maryland, but only one member
age of the parties concerned, and of the lesbian community was
by urging the repeal of age of present.''
consent laws. In announcing the
Also noted in the resolution
decision, BOA stated that age of were the "legitimate concerns"
consent laws prevent gay youths about rape, coercion, and "power
"from determining the use of inequities that can occur in relatheir own bodies.''
tionships.'' Sexual exploitation, in
The resolution, introduced by any form, was strongly condemnBOA co-chair Jim Becker, was ed. Representatives of BOA said
discussed at several BOA meetings that they oppose the age of conbefore its eventual passage by a sent laws "because they do not
margin of more than 3-1. A report protect people from sexual· exin the newspaper of the Gay Com-· .. ploitation but merely sef up artifi-

a

tion on the part of conservative
political groups. This . publicity
made gay rights a major topic of
concern in the city, as petitions
and counter-petitions were sub'.initted to the City Council and as
• the local news media covered· the
story. Despite rainy weather,
about 300 lesbians and gay men
attended the rally.
The final event of the Stonewall
celebration was a swimming party.
A gay sports organization .ren~ed
the pool from the city for a private
party. Those lesbians and gay men
arriving at the park ,for the party
were met with signs in the park
warning "Fags Enter at Your
Own Risk", "Gays Keep Out,"
and -"Queers Stay Away." The
pool had been trashed. As soon as
it was cleaned and filled, about 40
gay people occupied the pool area
while a crowd of adults and teenagers gathered and began heckling
the swimmers from a hill above
the . pool, screaming "fag,"
"queer," and other epithets. By
this time the police had arrived in
response to phone . calls by gays,
but they soon left. The mob began
to get more vocal, and a second
call was put in for the police. This
time one police officer returned
and kept the mob under control
for about an hour. The gay·people
ignored the continual barrage of
insults and continued to swim_in
the rented pool.
By 2:30 p.m., the mood of the
mob seemed to be getting roµgher,
and some rocks were thrown into
the pool. The police officer
refused to disperse the mob, or to
arrest the person identified as the
rock-thrower. Suddenly, at about
2:45 p.m., the mob left the park
en rriasse. As soon as they left, the
police officer got in his car to
leave. A spokesperson for the
swimmers begged him not to leave
claiming that it was obvious that
the mob had not just suddenly
given up . .The officer replied that
his shift was up and that he had to
leave. A few minutes after he
drove away, the mob came charging into the park, throwing eggs at
the people in the pool. Some of
the mob advanced to the edge of
the pool and kicked a table into
one swimmer's leg. The hecklers
began throwing glass bottles,
wood, and rocks at the people in
and around the pool. The gays
gathered their belongings as
calmly as possible, and left
without responding to the mob
physically or verbally. One of the
swimmers was surrounded by the
crowd in his car, which was
heavily damaged, before being released when a television news
truck arrived. Throughout this incident, no police arrived on the
scene, even though several -gays
called the police and described the
riot that was occuring. There were
no serious injuries reported.
The mood of the gay community has been aroused, arid
spokespersons say a militant feeling exists as a result of this incident. GCGC has filed a formal
complaint . with the city government, and an investigation into
the police department's lack of response has begun. Charges are
being pressed against the alleged
perpetrators of the riot.

Murder Suspect Arrested
against Ramsden if they located
him before the police did.
According to Detective Mark
Madden of the Boston · Police
Homicide Unit, Ramsden will
probably waive extradition from
North Carolina and be returned to
Boston this week by officials of
the Suffolk County District Attorney's office for grand jury
indictment. .
Indjctments will also be sought
against several other men who
were involved in the altercation
which led to Ashby's death, according to police,
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christian tradition
Dear GCN,
While much of Charles Stone's essay, "Gay
and Christian: A Contradiction in Terms"
(GCN, July 14, 1979) made excellent sense and
rewarding reading, I do not agree with his principal thesis that a gay Christian is "a contradiction in terms" and "a walking absurdity."
His anger over the Church's millenia-old
persecution of gay people is understandable and
justified. The major fault in his argument,
however, is the lack of distinction between Christ
and the mainstream Church. The teachings of
the former constituted Christianity; the teaching
of the latter, "Churchianity." Sadly, the two are
often in disagreement.
For a person to express his/her spiritual aspirations within the framework of Christianity
does not necessitate the acceptance of Churchianity and its attendant homophobia. Even a detailed reading of the Gospels; which are the
primary source of Christ's teachings, reveals not
one mention of homosexuality. One reads mainly
of Jove of God and neighbor. But as often
happens to daring spiritual teachers, their words
fall into the hands of less adventuresome
persons, where they lose their original purity and
fire.
Mr. Stone misunderstands Christ and Christianity when he states; '' A gay Christian is a contradiction in terms, because gay Jove is a celebration of the joy and anguish of this life and in
no way can be taken to imply a devotion to the
authoritarian, otherworldly, and asexual figure
of Christ.''
On the contrary, Christianity is indeed the
celebration of the joy and anguish of this life.- It
is not otherworldly, as is not Christ Himself. The
Christian doctrine is the incarnation (i.e. God
made flesh in this world) is a quintessential
symbol of the celebration of life in all its vicissitudes. In the Christian tradition, life's vicissitudes are recognized in the anguish of Calvary
and the joy of the Resurrection, especially if one
accepts them as bold archetypical symbols transcending mere historic events.
Turning to Mr. Stone's assertion that Christ is
an authority figure, one admits that some ecclesiastical big wigs are indeed authority figures
within the mainstream Church, but Christ as
revealed in the Gospels, is not.When He was crucified, he was taunted by the crowd with such
words as "If you are the Son of God, come down
from the cross." ;He did not com'e down: Instead, He died there. Some authority figure!
Turning to the question of Christ's asexuality,
I freely admit that he is not a sexy figure. Erotic
spirituality and mythology are to be treasured. I
greatly regret that Christianity never produced
the equivalent of the delicious myths of Greece
or the Kama Sutra, the Hindu erotic and spiritual
treatise.
Nevertheless, through his · asexuality, Christ
placed _Himself above many social convent.ions
(including the family), thereby rendering Himself
, a widely appealing figure, rather than a narrowly
defined one of little appeal. He was thus equally
free to associate with priests, politicians, and
newlyweds as well as bachelor fishermen, lepers,
· and whores. Contrary to the delusions of Billy
Graham, Anita Bryant, and other Bible bangers,
he never endorsed, by word or deed, the nuclear
f~mily as the highest social gpal.
In sum, there has been a 2,000 year-old struggle between homoeroticism and Churchianity,
but never between it and Christianity. In addition, through the widely appealing figure of
Christ, Christianity can and does serve as a
system of spiritual framework for those people,
gay and otherwise, who elect to utilize it.
James W. Revak
Jersey City, NJ

holocaust
DearGCN,
I would like to see Martin Sherman's play,
Bent, produced in the States as soon as possible.
Americans - and the entire world for that matter - need desperately to see it.
On a spring trip to London I attended a performance of the world premiere of this "stage
documentary" that (at long last!) exposes the
persecution of homosexual men in Nazi Germany (lesbians were not mentjoned in the play).
The script, general production style, and leads
Ian McKellen and Tom Bell made the experience
real, as _though you were actually witnessing a
hellish history that must never in life happen
again - and that the consciousness raising
powers of this production can help discourage
this from happening again.
, Sitting in the balcony of the Royal Court
· Theatre at the play's end, I c<>uldn't imagine a
' "witness" not further inspired to support gay
rights and causes. The truth of Bent deeply hurts,
infuriates, and drives those who feel towards
some positive action. I have written the management of the Royal Court Theatre (Sloane Square,
London, SWl, England) inquiring about bringing Bent to Boston this year; so far, no response.
Perhaps more of us could make this request ...
Let's spread the word!
Wiminspirit
Providence, RI

a new synthesis
To the Editor,
I was sorry to read Charles Stone's .article. It is
a restatement of erroneous ideas fed to us by the
anti-gay patriarchal elite.
Nietzsche was wrong. Pagans have the idea of
the slaughtered god and they had it long before
Christ was born. Before I go any further I should
redefine pagan, or to be more exact, correctly
define pagan. Pagan comes from the Latin
paganus meaning country-dweller. Pagan
correctly refers to the people who lived in the
country and held certain religious beliefs.
The ancient Greeks and Romans had a state
religion. The ordinary people did not believe it it.
Therefore the common people became termed
, pagan. The elite religion oppressed the people.
The "new" religion Christianity did not
originally see pederasty as ~he problem, but saw
the ruling class and all they did as the problem.
The church condemned pederasty because it was
used as part of oppression, in an oppressive
system. The pagans accepted homosexuals as
part of nature but did not condone
homosexuality. The church condemned homosexuality when it condemned all sexuality.
Mr. Stone gives the impression the Hellenic
system was wonderful. Yes, it allowed pederasty,
but condemned adult homosexuality and
pressured all men into marriage and family. I
refuse to accept Christ as an asexual,
otherwordly authoritariari. Christ was a leader of
revolutionary ideas, he was very involved in
people's lives; just because the church has
suppressed_and hidden sexuality does not mean
there is none.
I d~ not understand Stone's opinion that all
Christians have oppressed gays and all pagans
hav~ supported it. This is not true. Although the
"official" opinion of the "church" condemns
homosexual acts it does not condemn
homosexuals.
What gay people need is to create a new
synthesis of pagan-christian ideas so we can stop
internal and external oppression. I saw Stone's
article for what it was, a further attempt to keep
gays from uniting. I refuse to play into these
negative concepts. Gay and Christian is as valid
as any term and those people are just as together .
as you or I. I am both a Pagan and a Christian.
Let's look at the people who really oppress us:
the religious hypocrites, the status quo system,
and those, we, moralists.
Matthew J. Strazzula
Belmont, MA

still wondering
I

Hello,
HowaPf.ropriate,.that as I turned the pages of
GCN Vol. 6, No. 49 and came across "How to
Cruise: A Beginner's Guide to the Bar Scene,"
the Village People's latest hit blared out of the
radio: Easily ,ignoring·the tu'ne, I read the article,
laughed a bit and got angry a lot. Gregg Howe is
unclear: seriousness or satire? Having just
moved from San Frai;icisco - breeding ground
of the Castro Clone - ·I read most of the article
with an amazed reaction. I have left behind me a
neighborhood which has been pointed out (and I
believe rightfully so) as a breeding ground of
fashion robots and an equally non-thinking, selfdestructive social climate. Now, as I absorb life
on another side of the country, I am being in-.
structed as to the appropriate ways and means of
picking up a man with whom to spend the rest of ·
an assumedly lonely night. Mating dances and rituals of any other species as described in nature
magazines are usually more interesting than this
crap, and besides,_the photos are better! At the
end of the article I felt used, like the sore end of a
bad joke, and still wondering just how much of
the article was satire. Responses to the article
were equally futile: one person wants more
please, and another speaks of the valuable prior•
ities of friendships. (Dearest Linda, friends are
friends, and in that bar - according to the arti- .
de - your friends should be wanting meat, too! ·
A "cruise bar" is just not the place to discuss the
price of food, politics, or world affairs. Roll with
the happy-talk, Sister). Both letters were ,from
women - any male responses, or were th'ey ·too
embarassing?
And in that latter issue was the int«view with
Robert Patrick. Thank you GCN,.. 'for coming
back to the world of real people: It is encouraging for me to know that there are people
around who don't have all of their brains
between their legs, Robert has become a new idol
for me; a person with a delightfully accurate
statement, and a sharable awareness. How about
an "Intermediate Ouide to Robert Patrick?"
Also in sqlidarity,
Michael Dee
Provincetown, MA.

this crazy term

Gay Community News:
You seem to be real suckers for anything that
happens fo come out of S.F: A 'short· time ago
you were hoodwinked by a charlatan named Jim
Foster. Now you have been hoodwinked by charlatans who pass themselves off as the ''Third
World Fund," as if that title gave them something close to holy and unassailable status.
First, what is this crazy term "GentrificaDear GCN,
tion"? What on earth does it mean? Or is it just
I am responding to a vicious letter written by gobbledygook?
"Mitzel" which attacked me personally, and
Second, it is NOT true that gays have been
which grossly misrepresented the speech I gave at bidding up properties in black areas and forcing
this year's Lesbian and Gay Pride Rally.
out residents therein. The prime movers in this
I spoke as a white woman about the connec- operation are greedy well-heeled straights who
tions between racism and lesbian/gay oppres- buy up properties wholesale and hold them until
sion. I am not the least bit interested in guilt- they can either sell them at a big profit or convert
tripping anyone. It's clear by Mitzel's desperate- them into condominiums or refurbish them in
ly defensive response to my straightforward order to charge higher rents. Practically all the
statements that he was totally unable to cope wheeling and dealing in real estate is done by the
with the fact that I, a white person, was talking moneyed people, not gays.
about racism in a constructive way.
Thus it seems all the more unjust and even selfInstead, he reacted by trashing me personally destructive for blacks to start trying to use gays
in an extremely nasty and woman-hating way. as scapegoats, just as they have been scapegoats
He refers to me as "La Cross," as an "agit-prop from time immemorial. What the hell are these
mouth," and to me "and others of her shtill per- hypocritical "pious" blacks trying to do? They
suasion." (Does that mean all women, by any are not helping themselves in the least. They are
chance?) Mitzel betrays his own pathetically · playing right into the hands of the city's real
twisted and hateful mind.
power structure, that hates gays as much as
Lastly, he claims that I "spew out a Honkie blacks.
Guilt Trip, called us all racists, then split." And
True, enterprising gays have bought here and
he adds a P.S. in which he laughs at the Gay there little properties and by their own skills and
Pride Week workshop "Exploring Our Racism" imagination greatly improved them. But they did
because, he said, ''it catered to Whites Only.''
not need big bank loans of any sort. they work
Well, I want to point out that after I spoke at like dogs to improve these properties. Is that
the rally, I stayed around and was open to feed- what this pompous "Third World Fund" objects
back about what I had said. Clearly Mitzel didn't to?
have it in him to come speak to me in person.
O.K. We were made aware of the static, and
Secondly, I followed up my speech by facili- supervisor Harry Britt offered blacks a confertating, with Bob Collins, that workshop on ex- ence with such gay realtors to suggest ways they
ploring our racism for white lesbians and gay could improve their own properties. Time-Life
men. Twenty-five people participated in the books, for instance, puts out a fairly good selecworkshop and it went very well.
tion detailing tools to .buy and how to use them.
Dealing with our racism does mean working, What was the response to the offer? ZERO.
socializing, interacting with people of color. But
The most forward-looking amongst us have
it also means that we as white people must con- always been in the vanguard for black rights and
front _our deeply imbedded attitudes about our- black education. But we do not appreciate these
selves as whites, and about people different from petty back-biting attacks on those of us who have
us. We need to talk constructively with each tried our best to be of service to the whole third
other, as white people, about racism in general world community. Once again, we are being
and our own racism in particular.
made into scapegoats. We really seem to have to
It's people like Mitzel who, for their own self- take abuse from all sides, and we don't like it any
interest, act out in hateful ways towards other more: besieged as we are from the left and the
people, who are collaborate with our oppressors. right, from heteros in the mainstream and
The text of my speech is printed in this paper.
heteros in the black stream, all we can possibly
I let it speak for itself.
do is to launch attacks in all directions. And that
In Solidarity,
is one part of the attack I personally am launchTia Cross
ing against this preposterous Third World Fund.
Boston, MA
Reed Vernon
San Francisco, CA

exploring
our racism

GCN welcomes letters to "Community Voices". If at all possible, your letters should be
typed and double-spaced. Anonymous letters will not be published, but names will be
withheld upon request. Letters should be addressed to Community Voices, GCN, 22
Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108.

Speaking Out

Community and Power:
Building Gay Services
for the Next Ten.Years

By Susan Rosen
Executive Director, Homophile Community Health Service
This essay was originally presented as a speech at the Gay Town Meeting at Faneuil Hall,
Boston, MA on June 20, 1979.

Ten years after Stonewall, two ideas - two realities - stand out as exceptionally
important for the future of our people: community and power.
For a decade, we have been building our communities across the country. One of the
ways we have done so has been by creating institutions through which we can express our
love and concern for each other. Without these institutions - our service agencies, religious organizations, and political action groups - we would have no "commµnity . ., A
group only becomes a community, when its members learn how to meet each others' human
needs.
As a service -provider, I have a particular interest in the forms of community which are
expressed through service institutions. What I would like to focus on is how we can use our
service institutions over the next 10 years to nourish our community and each other; and
what might happen if we fail to do so.
No one has yet undertaken to assess the special needs that gay people have for community services. In Boston, our little institutions have grown up i_n a helter-skelter fashion
as individuals have perceived the importance-Qf providing specialized counseling, medical
or alcoholism treatment services for lesbians and gay men. Most of these services are far
· too small and too underfunded to reach out to the hundreds of thousands of gay people
who live in this state. Even if the existing services in the gay community could make outreach to all the lesbians and. gay men in Massachusetts, many other needs would remain
unmet. For example, there is currently no psychiatric emergency service for gay people,
and one i_s very much needed. No vocational and rehabilitation services exist which are
sensitive to the special problems gays face in the job market. There are no community residences for mentally ill or retarded gay adults, or for homeless gay adolsecents.
We have the .power as lesbians and gay men, and as knowledgeable service consumers,
to assess the needs of our community and to provide for them. We can join together and
plan services for the ·next decade. We haven't used our power in this way yeti But.we can if we are willing to commit ourselves to each other.
.
'
Service providers at the small institutions which now exist in the Boston area - places
like the Gay Health Collective, the Homophile Community Health Service, Janus Counseling and others have the power to pool our energies, skills and staff. We could, if we
wanted, greatly expand our ability to help our sisters and brothers by bringing together a
range of services under one roof as a comprehensive program for the community. So far,
we haven't used our power to do this. We've been too busy trying to survive. But we could
work together, and some of us have begun to talk about doing just this.
Lesbians and gay men compose 10% of all the voters and taxpayers in the state, but we
get very little in return for our votes and tax dollars. One reasori for this is that we haven't
asked for such a return. We have the power to insist that the interests of our community be
recognized and served. We can confront the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
about the fact that only one-hundredth of one percent of its budget is expended to meet the
specific mental health needs of gay people. We can demand that the special needs of lesbians and gay men be identified in the state's Health and Mental Health Plans - the
documents which project human needs and outline goals to be met through state and
-Federal funding. Should all our taxes be going to meet the needs of heterosexuals? As
voters, we all have the power to make demands of behalf of our community. Some of us
· have started to do so. We will be much more effective if we have the community behind us.
We have the power to tell straight officeholders who court our votes - like the Mayor
· of Boston '-- that we want a tangible return for our community. We can ask for something
very concrete: for example, that the city of Boston donate one of its dollar-a-year buildings
- and a big one ~ to the gay community so that we can house·our services under one roof
at minimal cost. If we don't make demands like these, we will never be taken seriously, because we are not taking ourselves seriously as a community. We haven't done this yet, but
some o'r us are going to do this very soon.
We have the power to join witl;t other gay people on a national level and seek to influence Federal policy so that some proportion of the immense Federal tax bill paid by 20

million gay people is returned to the gay community. Right now, the community gets almost no return on the gigantic chunk that comes out of our paychecks. We need to make
the funding of.specialized gay-controlled community services one of the demands of the
March on Washington. And we need to utilize the power of our numbers so that we have
an impact on Federal decision-making irt health, mental health and other areas. That's why
we organized the National Association of Gay Service Centers one month ago in New
York, at the Second National Gay Health Conference. This group will provide a platform
for us to come from, so that we will ·be in a position locally - through a Massachusetts
chapter - and nationally to advocate'and lobby for appropriate services to the gay com, munity. We have the power of numbers, if we are willing to use it.
If we do .not use the power we have as caring community members, as voters, taxpayers and activists to plan for the needs of gay people, what will happen over the next
decade? The picture is clear ..Straight institutions have a.way of periodically getting interested in an issue or a minority, and t);tey are starting to take note of us. They know that in a
few years there may be affirmative acti6n requirements demanding that gay people be
served by their agencies. They suspect that there may be funds provided for such services.
These traditional institutions have powerful politicafsupport. They are well placed to apply
for funds to "serve" us, and to pay themselves for doing so with our tax dollars. This is
already beginning to happen. Therapy groups for gay people have begun in several mental
health clinics in Boston. A group for gay alcoholics is planned at the city's most prestigious
hospital. And there are undoubtedly other .such programs in the offing as traditional
.
providers wake up to the existence of the gay minority.
Now, from a philosophical standpoint, it could be argued that it would be ideal if all
conventional institutions made provision for the needs oflesbians and gay men. There are
certainly enough gay people to go around. But, as someone who has been in the human
services for the past 15 years, I can make some predicitons as to the scenario from here on
in. First, unless our community organizes itself rapidly and seeks political support for gay
control of services to gay people, straight institutions will apply for government contracts
to serve gays, and will be chosen in preference to institutions in our community. Second,
since fads in services go in cycles, and there is no lasting commitment in our society to meet
anyone's human needs, it is predictable that after a few years the straight institutions will
lose interest and greatly reduce or drop their token programs for gays. When that happens,
our community will have gone the way of every other minority over the past 10 years.
Blacks, Hispanics, drug abusers - the list is long; all used by straight, white, male
institutions for institutional survival, then dumped.
If our community permits this to happen, we will have lost several things which are
very important. One is our self-respect. Just as an individual needs to be able to take care
of herself or himself in order to feel good, so a community needs to empower itself to meet
the needs of its members in order to feel healthy. We need to take care of our own business,
because we are the ones who are affected when .our human needs go -unmet. If we let o·thers
strip us of our ability to do this, we lose our pride, our power, and ultimaHy our com·
·
munity.
We can make productive use of this tenth anniversary of gay pride and .power to lay
our plans for another decade of community-building. We can get together as service
consumers and providers, citizens and activists, to take a good look at ourselves, assess ou~ ·
needs, and get down to work for our own gay-controlled community institutions. We have
the power to do this. It is the power of our love for each other. We have the means: our
own existing institutions; our · new national service organization, our . political action
groups, our com~unity media. Through these means we can join together and buUd power
and cohesiveness in our community. Will we use the power within us to build a caring community and make it grow in the second decade after Stonewall? The decision is entirely up
tous.
·
-Note: For information about the National Association of Gay Service Centers, write
NAGSC, cl o Homophile Community Health Service, 80 Boylston Street, Boston, MA
02116.
'

On Racism_
By Tia Cross
This essay, the subject of some controversy in our fetters pages, was originally presented white, it would have been a big scoop of national impqrtance in the news, like Son. of Sam
as a speech at the Boston Lesbian and Gay Pride Rally on June 16, 1979.
or the Boston Strangler, rather than buried deep in the back pages of only the local papers.
Today I am going to speak as a white lesbian feminist about the issue of racism - how it And if twelve policemen had· been sexually assaulted and murd.ered, the whole society
affects us all. I don't represent any group, I am speaking simply as a white person and my would be in an uproar:. But because they were women, black women, their lives don't count
remarks are directed to the white people here. Racism is a white problem that we white peo- for much to the white people in power.
ple must come to grips with and work to change.
As a white person, I could choose to put these horrible murders out of my mind, and go
Here ~e all are in this hot sun, wishing we were at the beach. Just think about when you on about my life. But as a woman, as a lesbian, I know first hand what purpose violence
·go the beach - how many black or third world people do you see there? Last weekend I serve~ in controlling me, other women and gay people. And as a feminist, I feel how deeply
went to the beach with a friend and she was the only black person on the whole beach and connected I am to each one of the murdered women. I feel grief. I feel fear. And I fieel
we talked about what that meant. )f you're black and go to a beach near Boston, you are - anger.
afraid of being insulted, harassed or even attacked. It takes a car, and these days that
Black and third world women here are organizing in their communities, they are fighting
means a lot of money for gas, to go to a beach on the Cape for example, so class privilege is back against this latest wave of violence. And many white feminists are organizing to work
also a major factor in keeping the beaches white.
with them and to support their efforts. We have the potential t~ join together as black,
This has a direct_parallel to our experience as gay people. We find ourselves afraid to third world and white women into powerful coalitions which could bring about profound
..
·
·
.
walk past a group of All-American heterosexuals having their beach barbecue, with our , social change.
arms around each other. We white gay people need to recognize how deeply racism affects
Lesbians .and gay men are getting together everywhere to fight the forces that are trying
-our lives, and how connected the system of racism is to the systems of homophobia and to cram us back into.the closet. We must recognize how racism affects us white lesbians
sexism.
·
and gay men. We must confront our own racism so that we can make real and lasting con. As a white person, I always have the choic.~ not to deal with racism. I have the choice to nections with people of color. A white· friend told me that th~, first small st~•he took to
live in an all white neighborhood, to socialize with white people only, and even to do poli- combat racism.:_ writing a shott1etter in response to a racist newspaper ar-- took her a
tical work with white people only. And I can te\l myself that it's people of color who are long, long way towards grappling with her own racism. By that simt>le act, she moved from
affected by racism, not me. B:ut that's simply not true.
feeling remote from the reality of racism, to feeling actively, personally involved. She ·could
I am affected every day, every moment of my life, by the fact that I live in a society do something.
founded and built upon the systems of racism and sexism, and the use of violence to mainWe all can do something. We all can do a lot. We can hold workshops on racism, form
tain those systems. Growing up, I .was taught tunnel vision. I was taught attitudes of fear consciousness-raising gro:ups focusing on racism, and join political action groups fighting
. the everyday results of racism. To have the movement we want, to gain the quality of fi:eeand hatred of people different from me. And that diminished me as a person.
To understand how racism affects me as a white person and all of us, all of the time, you dom we're fighting for, we must put an end to racism, classism, sexism - an end to every
might think about how radiation affects us all. Whether you are for or agafnst nuclear - system _o f oppression.
©Copyright Tia Cross 1979 All Rights Reserved.
power; whether you eat health food or junk, you are affected by the spread of radiation.
Similarly, whether you are a, blatant or a more subtle racist; whether you -are actively antiracist or passively living in a safely white little world, you are affected by the racism · "Speaking Out" is the coiumn designed for the benefit of GCN readers. It is part of
our continuing effort to provide a true forum of opinion for the community. We
entrenched in our society.
encourage you to -send your thoughts, Ideas, feelings and comments to us and we
One of the ·most recent and obvious examples of racist violence is the reaction of the
encourage you to respond to any ideu expressed in this space. The opinions expressed
powers-thatJbe: ' the police, the politicians and the mass rriedia, to the brutal murders of
in "Speaking Out" do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper, the staff or ,
twelve black women right here in Boston in the last few months. If those women had been
the advertisers. Write c/o Speaking Out, GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108~ ·

Cruising Bec9mes Target of Protests
Continued from Page 1

· will be noticed since we don-'t have
Speakers Lash Out
_.
." If the film is finished," said
Rothenberg told GCN of the access to the magazines and air- Bell, "which would mean they'd
success of the -town meeting: "I ways . . •. to drive these exploiters have to puild sets in Hollywood;
was standing way in the back, it back into the closets and off our try to duplicate Christopher Street
was so mobbed. We were trying to streets."
in Wichita, Kansas, then the next
set up amplifiers so that people in Disrupti1;111 of Filming
step would be to contact distribthe streets could hear better. It
Besides being an information- utors and possibly issue law
was really wild, probably four or gathering session and a show of suits."
five hundred people inside and united concern about Cruising,
NGTF's Vida told GCN, "Our
several hundred outside. There · the town meeting started a ball plans for the moment are to rehasn't been anything like this in rolling to disrupt the production view the script we just received, do
the gay community in years ·in of the film. Rothenberg described an analysis, and get back fo the
terms of solidarity, concern and how "many of the bar owners and producer. Our understanding is
response."
shop owners, who had previously that Friedkin, the director, is not
The format of the proceeding, been contracted to cooperate with willing to speak·with anyone."
which was intended to awaken the the film, got up and declared that
''Meanwhile,'' Vida continued,
gay community to the significance they would pot cooperate with the "there may be a meeting tomorof Friedkin's venture, was much venture.''
row [July 25] with Nancy Littlelike that of. a conventional towri
"After the meeting/' continued field who is the head of the
meeting. "Four different people Rothenberg,
"a
contingent Mayor's Office for Motion Picspoke on the plot of the film, how marched down to . Weehauken ture and Television Production.
it related to our lives, what needed Street where today's shooting was .. New York - City has to grant
to be done to stop the film ... and scheduled to take place and co- permission for film-makers . to
how Friedkin, with a background ordinated actions that would come and film here and there's
of having directed Boys in the make the filming difficult today.'' pressure to have this permission
Band, had a disgraceful track
Bell described the kind of tac- withdrawn. They.'ve been getting a
record," said Bell.
tics that were decided upon, and lot of calls."
Virginia Appuzzo, a founder of that are currently being _employed.
Vida expressed optimism conthe Gay Rights National Lobby "I sat in for about three hours cerning possible intervention by
and one of the featured speakers, yesterday along wi~three other the city and the general public to
said she was ''visibly shaken by people who happen _t live in the stop Friedkin's film. "We hope
the topic of the film." "I witnes- apartment house · here scenes t}:lat the amount of publicity that
sed first hand the battering and with Al Pacino were to be .shot. has been generated by the town
butchering that occurrea after the Between us, we held up produc- meeting here last night [July 23],
Anita Bryant purge," she said. tion for about five hours, and of the previous articles in the press,'
She spoke of a young .Chicano in course every hour lost is thou- Rona Barrett's little blurb on
Texas who had his throat slit and sands of dollars ... and there was Good'Morning America the other
was stabbed 18 times. "The film nothing they could do about it. day, and a thing in the Post today
will spark a response that will They were literally shitting in their will all attract more attention,"
defeat all the efforts we've put in pants. It was a. glorious feeling," she said.
_
over the last ten years." she said. said Bell.
Bell asserted that . if the film
Andy Humin, a spokesperson
Although the gay people of were to be completed elsewhere,
for Dignity and for the Coalition New York claim success with their the protests would continue and
. of Lesbian and Gay Rights, spoke disruptive · tactics, Friedkin · is take new forms. "If there's any
on the . history of gays in · the determined to complete the $11 violence at all [in · reaction to
media. ''The actions we take will million project. Bell 'stated, Cruising] - and there's going to
send . a message back to Holly- "When it get down to the nitty- be an eagle-eye, open for this,"
wood that we will not tolerate the gritty, it doesn't m~tter to them . said Bell, "then a mass suit could
exploitation of gay people for who they're exploiting as long as be filed. But we hope we don't get
profit," he said. "We have to they make their millions of dol- to that stage; we're hoping to disfight back in the streets where it lars."
rupt it."

Nightclub
Discrimination
Probed in DC
WASHINGTON., DC -- Night- ,
club pract,ices with specific regard
to admission and employment
policies are to be the target of a
full investigatioq. by the D. C.
Office of Human Rights (OHR).
. The investigation was ordered
following a preliminary hearing to
air allegations of racial . discrimination at area discos.
The Washington Post reported
that some dozen people attended
the hearing, including representatives of the city's gay, black, and
Hispanic communities. The hearing was sponsored by OHR and
the city's Alcohol and Beverage .
Control Board (ABCB).
Following the hearing ABCB ·
chair Robert Lewis said, ''I am
·amazed that the laws of this city
are being violated to this extent.''
Anita Shelton, director of Wash..'
ingtton's Human Rights Commission, .said, "These hearings have
been enlightening. There is
reasonable evidence to call· for a
full
investigation of some
nightclµbs in this city."
The Post ran an article in May
quoting several prominent black
citizens as saying that they had
been ·denied admission to certain
clubs because of their race. One of
those clubs was Elan, located_at
2020 K St., N.W. Mike Schanlon,
a marketing consultant for Elan,
said at the hearing that "there is
no basis to support this." He said,
"We have no quotas or other formulas. We do not use race as a
basis of admission."
Devon Dupres, however, a public relations specialist, told the
hearing that she had been told by
Elan's management that "blacks

were becoming·a problem" at the
club during 'happy hour/ That's
why the membership cards were
instituted," she s~d, "to keep out the blacks. That's · what I was
told." When asked who told her
that, Dupres said she would explain further in private.
"I couldn't believe this kind of
thing still occurred in the District
of Columbia, in a city 79%
black," said Valerie Ducker, a
program analyst for Wider Opportunities for Women. ''This
Schanlon guy does not know the
facts,M
. One specific instance of alleged
racial discrimination cited at the
hearing came . from Dr. Kenneth
Smothers, a prominent black psychiatrist, who testified that he was
turned a:way from Elan "because
it was too crowded," although .he
then saw that "seven to ten whites
were allowed inside.''
Bob Davis, spokesperson ' for
Washington's · Gay Activist Alli.,
ance, testified that nightclubs
regularly discourage_ minorities
from entering by making '•'excessive'' demands for identification.
"Discrimination in D.C, is just
as pervasive as it ever was," Davis
alleged. "Establishments nowadays are just more subtle and
cautious about how they handle
it.''
The OHR Said that it would
continue its investigation in order
to ascertain the effectiveness of
existing legislation "in protecting
the rights of those covered by the
Human Rights Law of 1977,"
which prohibits discrimination on
the basis of race, color, sex, and
'religion.
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15 REVERE ST., BEACON Hill
-Boston
_Jel. 523-21 ~!,

547-2302

We would like to
commission you ...
to sell ads for GC N.
Work in metropolitan Boston and
Cambridge. Earn extra 6ucks while
working your own hours. Will train.
Call "Yama," 617/426-7042.

. KIU ·

BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY

WFJI€

Jazz Supper Club
3 Appleton Street
- 423-3652
July

.!Z/nr/4 fidane /#/<&OA
- __ ·· ~ I ~ · ·

31 - August 3

HAIRCUTS TO GIVE
A SENSE OF WELL-BEING .

The Great
Joh~ny Hartman ·
-PEERLESSHoofing_, Tar &
Gravel, Asphalt
Shingles, Slate & ·
Gutters, Chimneys,
Interior & Exterior
Remodeling
547-7346

$ne-tY.~(MnU4..k.
266-0300
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Boston's largest dealer
In used stereo components
_at UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!
'Pre-tested & Guaranteed.
.We.buy, sell, trade & repair.

t t:~~ru
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Fri 10-S:30
,
Sat 10-S, Thurs 10-8
225 Newbury St., Boston
Off Copley Sq. 247-T/07
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'
BRIGHTON, MASS. 02135
734-5777
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240 Cambridge St. 1,.:
Boston 523-9655 :•.

CRAFTS, FURNITURE
LOTHING ON CONSIGNMEN

•
·
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'

.

53 "RIVER ST .
CENTRAL SQUARE :
CAMBRIDGE. MA.

.

. M_ifldle .£as_
t
·:
.Americun Food
•
Breakfast Served Day & ~iglit ·, :

Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. - 3 a.m. :
Sun. 10 a.m. - 11 p.m. !

WOMEN'S
EXCHANGE

, MON .-SAT.
.'. 10 flM -6 PM
·;
661 -2059 .

\I. -~ -~~-•• _. _. ....:..• .~~-~--~~---; .,
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think straight
beGay ·

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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. . ....... ..........

.; Located Next to SPORTERS :
:

_..,.......

15C OFF WITH THIS AD
-
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!·
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COMING OUT, Jeffrey Weeks . . . ... 56.95
BLACK UNICORN, Audre Lorde . .. 3.95
GAY PLAYS, from Avon .. .. . .. .. .. 3.50
ALL TRUE LOVERS, Aldridge .. , . . . 5.95
BERRIGAN, Gingerlox .. ... . .. , .. . 5.50
WALLS TO ROSES (LP), Important .
new gay men's album. ,,,, . .. .. 7.98

Send 25¢ to receive catalog. (212) 255 -8097

Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop
15 Chrisroph~r Street, New York City 10014
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Letter Still a Puzzle

Continued from Page 3
scribed as "a personal friend of
mine." Foster explained, "It was
a short, pro-forma letter . . . I
think the mayor was concerned
about possible violence." Following the conversation with GCN,
Foster called Noble to say that
GCN was seeking a copy of the
letter. Noble then called MacCormack to i•nquire as· to the purpose
of GCN's inquiries.
GCN then called Noble's office
in City Hall Annex. Her secretary
said that she would try to resolve
the matter as expeditiously as possible, and within three hours delivered an unsigned photostated
copy of the letter to MacCormack's-office, requesting that he
forward it to GCN. An accompanying note addressed to MacCormack explained that Noble
.had obtained the copy" "from
Reth [Charneyl "
The Letter

The letter read, "My sincere
thanks for all of your help this
past week. It is widely known that
you were most influential in keep..
ing peace in the City of Boston on
Thursday e\"ening [May 24] and
for this the residents of this City
and I will always be grateful.
"It is my regret that I could not
meet with you and tell you of my
appreciation. Perhaps one day
that will be possible."
,
Although it is typed on official
stationery, which bears the
mayor's name, it bears no signature, so there is . no way to de-

GAY DANC E

termine whether White or .one of
his aides did, in fact, sign it. MacCormack
explained
that
"anybody who is a special assistant to the mayor or is high up in
the City administration is given
that stationery."
The letter begins, "Dear Jim,"
which, Maccormack explained, is
inconsistent with the mayor's ordinarily formal style. He added
that White had never met Foster,
and so ·the use of the informal
salutation is even more unusual.
Additionally, there are no secretary's initials at the bottom of the
letter, which is uncharacteristic of
letters sent from City Hall. Finally, a question arises as to where
White obtained Foster's home address, to which the letter was
-qi.ailed.
Two other speakers_at the May
24 rally, author Allen Young and
Ann Maguire, coordinator of the
Massachusetts Caucus for Gay
Legislation, expressed feelings of
resentment that a letter had been
·sent to one speaker, but to none
of the others. Both Maguire and
Young said that if the mayor expressed his gratitude to one .
speaker, he should have thanked
all of them.
Because .of all the conflicting
data, and because the original
letter.is unavailable, the gay community will probably never know
whether the letter did, in fact,
originate from the office of the
mayor.

•

Friday, August 3, 1979
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
$2.00 donation

Phillips Brooks House
Harvard Yard
Sponsored by the H.D.S. Lesbian & .Gay Caucus

THE

CLARE NDON

EXTRAVAGANZA
"The 1st South End Mall"

:~liuper ~bip
Antiques ·
,znd ;Gu~1-iou;se

WITCHES' DEN

THE CORNER STORE

56 Clarendon

266-7731

iVERYWOMA N'S CENTER .
Professional Position Available

Student Life Committee, who
would have to recommend
passage to the General Faculty,
who, in turn, would refer it to the
Trustees. Though the Student Life
Committee tabled the proposal, a
subcommittee was formed to
investigate ramifications of the
policy. During this investigation,
the College once again reversed
itself, this time officially, with the
College's
attorney,
Scribner
Fauver, Director of Personnel
Harris, and President Danenberg
all affirming that the 1977 poUcy
did, in fact, ·cover students. The
Student Life Committee voted to
send a memo to this ·effect to all
members
of
the
College
Community. Printed statements
of the College's non-discrimination ·policy are to be brought into
conformity with the broader
policy in the next editions .of
College publications.

age, because all gay sex is illegal in
the state of Maryland.
People in attendance at the
meeting at which the resolution
was passed were concerned that
this action would be "misinterpreted and used by the enemies of
gay liberation to claim that gay
people do in fact recruit, molest
and exploit children." Nonetheless, the BGA membership "de~
cided to take the action to fight
rigorously any attempt to destroy
its position."

;_

)
).

CAMEL TRADER

Budget Coordinator: University-based women's center with consensual decisionmaking structure working toward social change. ResponsibiJities include Center
fiscal management, bookkeeping, developing/coordinating funding proposals. In
conjunction with Administrative Coordinator and staff, long-range planning, liaison
and advocacy with funders and University administration.
Qualifications: Education/experience in nonprofit fiscal management; experience/demonstrated understanding of non-hierarchical organizational issues; group
process skills, preferably in consensual decision-making model; commitment to
social change, including consciousness of race and class issues. 30 hrs. /wk. $7,800
annually , no fringe benefits. Appt . pd .: September 16, 1979-June 28, 1980, with
possibility of renewal. Send current resume , three letters of reference specific to the
position, and statement of interest to: Budget Coordinator, Everywoman's Center,
Wilder Hall, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003.
Deadline: August 6.
.
The_UniY.e_rsiti -0£.Massachus.etts is an Affirmative .Action/Equal .Opp.o.rtunity ·Emplo.yer.

' The guest hous~ where
tpt friendly and interesting people vacation.
· located in the heart of
Og\.i'nquit. Walk to
beach, restaurants, and
.discos,
·open
all year.
.
. -t

Rte. I O<JfJNQUIT. ME
207-64b-9135

GAY/INSURGENT
JOURNAL OF GAY
LIBERATION RESEARCH,
REVIEWS AND NEWS
Formerly
Midwest Gay Academic Journal

lhe~ bicycle ex

"Intended for a highly literate audience
of gay activists. It contains nothing
even remotely erotic. ... Recommended
for any large academic library." Collectors' Net.work News
"Some very provocative and original
writing from Midwest sources." Metro Gay News
·
"A noteworthy attempt ... " ..:. Gay
News

Age of Consent Laws
are Target of Resoludon
Continued from Page 3
taking a position on the relationships themselves.
Penalties for such relationships
in Maryland include institutionalization and long prison sentences.
If an adult has sex with a person
under the age of 14, the penalty
for conviction is life imprisonment; if the youth is 14 or 15, the
penalty is up to 20 years in prison;
and if the youth is over the age of
15, a person can receive up to 10
. years in prison regardless · of the

·.

'.

Oberlin and Discrimination
Continued from Page 3
OCGU to make the issue a priority. Negotiations were then begun
with the College to have all
College publications, which had
previously listed only the required
catagories,
brought
into
conformity with the full policy. It
was during this process that
officers of the College reversed
themselves, stating that the
Student Handbook was mistaken
and that although it accurately reflected administrative policy, the
full policy was not official and
should not be represented as such.
OCGU made · the decision to
lobby for extension of the
comprehensive policy to include
students. The groups sought
support from the various student
groups on campus and received
endorsements from every organization that was approached. The
proposal was then made to the

G::>$$$,.,_(),_.(),...ES~----•~

The most modem cycles

Proper cycling attire

bicycle exchange
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Court Issues Custody Ruling(
TRENTON, NJ - In a divided father has had several opportuniruling which automatically quali-· ties ··since that time to assume
fies the case for a hearing by the custody of the children.
New Jersey Supreme Court, a
The Appeals Court, in noting
state Appeals Court has ruled 2-1 that the father had not heretofore
that a parent ·cannot be denied availed himself of opportunities to
cu·stody of a child because she or take the children, who are now 11
he is homosexual.
and 15, also stated that for a
A three-judge panel in the Su- number of years, he refused to
perior Court's Appellate Division acknowledge the younger child as
overturned a lower court ruling his own. In its ruling, the court
which awarded custody of two · stated that the woman ''had done
crnldreil to their father rather than all that can be expected of a dutito their mother, who is a lesbian. · ful mother" and that the father
In awarding custody, the court had a "troubled and deviant" pertook the children away from their sonality.
mother, ev.en though the parents
The names of the parents were
were divorced in 1969 and their not released.

ARCHIVES, BOYLOVE & SEX

$2

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Expert repairs
since 1934
3 Bow Street
Harvard Square
864-1300

lhe~ bicycle exchange .
9-6 Tu., Wed., Sat. 9-8 Th. & Fn.

· Published three times a year
$5 - One Year
$8 - Outside U.S.
Single copies: $2 postpaid; $3 outside U.S.

Make checks payable in U.S. funds to:
Gay Insurgent (or G.I.)
P.O. Box 2337
Phlladelphla, PA 19103
USA

Rober t Sullivan:
Sullivan· maintains he was wrongfully con-victed of a murder he did
not commit, his homosexuality
used against him. He is fighting for
his life.

· By John Kyper
utter terror in Spenkelink's face before the hood was lowered. Thus
Senator John !lriggs could not convince California voters last sanitized (who wanted to see his lips burn or his eyes pop out?) the
November to ban homosexual school teachers, but he was more success- execution was ready to proceed. As his sister put it at the protest rally
ful with Proposition 7, the Death Penalty Initiative. It passed statewide outside the Starke prison, we wouldn't kill a dog that way.
,
by a margin of two to one, greater than the margin of defeat of
Shortly after the execution police in Jacksonville wen; selling
Proposition 6.
T-shirts with the electric chair pictured on front and the slogan '' 1 down
San Francisco had stood out by voting against Proposition 13 the - 133 to go." Florida's death row is the largest in the nation ;_ 132 men 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - , - , - - - -----1
summer before, and once again it bucked fashionable hysteria and and one woman. Jimmy Carter and the myth of the "New South" not
opposed capital punishment with a 550/o vote. It had, of course, been withstanding, 840/o of the _nation's death row inmates are in the South.
opposed by Harvey Milk and George Moscone, and supported by Dan Carter himself had signed Georgia's death penalty law when he was
White. Gay voters contributed significantly toward its defeat in San governor - so much for "human rights."
Francisco. The heavily gay neighborhoods of District 5 voted almost 3-1
Robert Austin Sullivan is a gay -brother who has lived on Starke's
against it,' a margin dwarfed only by the 8-1 vote against Six.
death row for longer than John Spenkelink. He has now been there
The assassinations of Harvey Milk and George Moscone were a test longer than any other inmate; Sullivan maintains he was wrongfully .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__ _ _ _ _~
of gays' commitment against capital punishment, especially since the convicted of a murder he did not commit, his homosexuality used
victims were so loved and the villain such a self-caricature of the law- against him. He is fighting for his life. In June he came within two days
and-order demagogue, exuding his repressed sexuality. (I had long of being executed, ironically, during Gay Pride Week.
suspected that such demagogues, like Nixon, secretly envied the lawless
The victim was Donald Schmidt, night manager of the Homestead
elements they attacked.) I know many people who· openly hoped that Howard Johnson's restaurant in suburban Miami. Schmidt disappeared
Dan White would be sent to the gas chamber. The Lesbian and Gay with two days' receipts on Sunday, April 8, 1973, after closing for the
Men's Coalition Against the Death Penalty had initially called a evening. Three days later his body was discovered by two hunters in a
demonstration at City Hall for the night after the verdict. In the unlikely marshy field that is commonly used for target practice. H,e was missing
event that Dan White was found guilty of first degree niur.der, the his wrist watch and a wallet that contained several credit cards. Police
protest was to have been against capital punishment; however, I am sure notified credit card companies to be on the watch for anyone using
· only a fraction of the people who turned out on May 21st would have Schmidt's card. The medical examiner reported that he had been killed
been there.
by not more than two shotgun blasts in the head.
·.,,, One does not have to be the stereotypical liberal "bleeding heart"
Not long thereafter, Mastercharge informed police that its card
to oppose the death penalty - even for Dan White. (Personally, I think issued to Donald Schmidt had been rep~atedly used in the Dade County it inexcusable mercy to put that pathetic wretch out of his. earthly area. The description of its user matched that of Robert Sullivan, a
agony.) ItJs, at best, debatable whether death is a deterrent. If we former manager of the Homestead Hojo. Sullivan had been forced to
acknowledge the death-wish that resides in every one of us, then we can resign in June, 1972, after an embezzlement investigation. He had
comprehend why many murderers, like Gary Gilmore, kill others with admitted taking money and claimed he needed it to pay a blackmailer
the thinly-veiled desire that their own existence be terminated.
who was threatening to reveal his homosexuality to his family and
The administration of capital punishment has been doubly racist: employer. There was no conviction, however, as he had cooperated and
blacks are more likely to be executed than whites, ancl the murderer of a agreed to pay restitution. Police had never attempted to pursue the
white victim is many times more likely to receive death than the blackmailer.
murderer of a black. Slightly over half of our murder victims are black,
Bob Sullivan had left Miami shortly after· his discharge and rebut the vast majority of the 400-plus death row inmates have been turned to New Hampshire to help his father, who was then recovering
sentenced for killing a white. Few - if any - whites have ever been from a stroke. Police learned that he had worked as a food and beverage
executed in the United States for the murder of a black person .. Years manager at a Sheraton hotel there, but had recently returned to Florida
ago I was disabused of whatever last illusions I may have had of the to take a similar job at the University of Miami. They also discovered
system's fairness when a policeman said, "Let those black faggots kill that he had the family shotgun in the trunk of his car. He had placed it
each other off," after a friend had been stabbed to death. As the there the year before, for hunting.
--------------------~
"voluntary manslaughter" venlict against Dan White demonstrates
Sgt. Arthur Felton of the Dade County Police, the lead investionce again, some people's lives are more valuable than others. A gator, sought a local arrest warrant for Sullivan, but no court would
doggerel piece of post-riot graffiti put it very well: "If White were comply because police did not have enough evidence to justify arrest.
Black, Latino or Gay/ To the Gas Chamber he'd be on his way."
Undaunted, he was determined to try anything to get his suspect. The
But my principal reason for opposing capital punishment is classi- New Hampshire Sheraton was conducting an embezzlement investigacally conservative; I deny The State the right to kill because it will tion and needed ·10 question Bob, but it had not contacted him. (Two
inevitably seek to put away dissidents and minorities as scapegoats: other employees were eventually caught and discharged.) Felton ob- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - 1
Sacco and Vanzetti, the Scottsboro Boys, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, tained an arrest warrant from New Hampshire; however, it was issued
Caryl Chessman. We delude ourselves if we imagine that our age is more not from the county where Sullivan had worked, but from the county
enlightened, that the guidelines prescribed by the U.S. Supreme Court where he had lived.
·
will guarantee against a mistake or frame-up. The execution even of a
Sullivan contends he was set up for the murder rap. According to
person who is undisputably guilty of the most cold-blooded murder his account, he realized too late that he had blundered, perhaps fatally.
increases the possibility that an innocent person will be forced to share For several weeks after his arrival in Miami he shared a motel room with
the same fate.
Reid McLaughlin, his traveling companion, whom he had known as a - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - "
It is a fitting commentary on American justice that, four days after doorman at The Other Side bar in Boston. Unknown to him,
the Dan White verdict,_ Florida should execute John Spenkelink, the McLaughlin was also AWOL from the Marines and a drug dealer. Relafirst person unwillingly executed in this country since 1967. Certainly tions between the two deteriorated rapidly after a messy triangle with
Spenkelink was no "model citizen," yet his crime could hardly have John, a former fellow employee at the Homestead Hojo. Things became
been any more heinous than the City Hall killings: he was a prison even worse after Gilbert Jackson, a mutual friend, flew in from Boston
escapee who repeatedly stabbed and shot his traveling companion when to spend his Eastef vacation with them. Sullivan was waiting for the
the latter attempted to kill him after allegedly raping and robbing him. lease to begin on his new apartment, and he could not afford to move 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
-------'
At his trial five years ago he refused to plea-bargain to second degree until then.
·
murder and a life sentence, insisting that he had acted in self-defense.
One day McLaughlin assked Sullivan several questions about credit
After the execution the Miami Herald interviewed several local card use. He showed Schmidt's Mastercharge to Bob, claiming that he
prosecutors and judges, who unanimously agreed that had the killing was going out with Schmidt, who had loaned him the card. He offered
.occurred in Miami instead of Tallahassee, the prosecution would never Bob use of the card to repay travel expenses. Bob agreed and they went
have mentioned capital punishment.
out to buy clothes. It was the worst mistake he ever made. Sullivan's
Newspaper reports of the execution recall accounts of human sacri- watch was being repaired, and McLaughlin also loaned him what he said
11--------------+---------'--'
fice rituals in earlier times - complete with black hoods for two execu- was his watch.
tioners and their victim. Only the technology has advanced. To say that
The following day Bob discovered an account of the robberysomeone. "fr.ies" in ·the electric chair is a polite understatement of the abduction-murder in _the Miami News. Angrily he confronted
gruesome reality. Those Aztec priests we like to deride as "primitive" McLaughlin, who finally confessed to the scheme. McLaughlin claimed
did it better.
that he had commiteed the crime with John. They had borrowed the
John Spenkelink had been through the long agony of waiting after shotgun and shot Schmidt twice. Later he was to admit to a cellrnate
the governor had signed his death warrant once before, in 1977. His last that Jackson, the actual murderer, had gone free, while he had obtained
hours were pure hell, as he waited for the Supreme.Court to lift the final a life sentence for turning state's evidence and falsely i m p l i c a t i n g - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
stay of execution, wondering whether Governor Bob Graham would Sullivan. The cellmate eventually met Sullivan and signed an affidavit at
issue a last-minute reprieve that never came. Many guards, although not · his request, testifying to what McLaughlin had said.
all, were pleased to be involved in an execution. Sources inside the
McLaughlin cynically used Bob's feelings for John to dissuade him
prison reported that Spenkelink was brutalized, his head and one leg from going to the police. Bob was afraid of getting involved with the
forcibly shaved. Not surprisingly, . he put up a struggle, crying and police, also, because he feared he might be implicated and didn't want
begging to live, and several brawny guards had to strap him into the . to jeopardize his 11ew· job. He kept Schmidt's Mastercharge because,
electric chair.
naively, he didn't want to destroy evidence. He did not use it again. "I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -----'
He was denied an earlier promise to make a last statement - were prayed that I could ride out the storm," he was later to write, not
authorities afraid of what he might say about his treatment? His mouth realizing how diligently Sgt. Felton was laying his trap.
·
was gagged, taped.and strapped shut. He waited eleven minutes, which
Dade County police under Felton's command staked out Keith's
must have seemed an eternity to him, while the warden talked with the _Cruise Room, a gay bar that Bob usually freque~ted, on the night of
governor on the telephone. Only when everything was ready were the April 16. The bar is located in Broward County; nevertheless, Felton
blinds of the witnesses' chamber opened. Witnesses reported a look of made no attempt to inform local authorities of his activities. He was

''Knowing that a
come at any time ke
. . . wondering if th
or the grille gate o
/ bad news heading
death warrant orde
boggling with press
portionally as the
draws near.''
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orida's Death Row
raking advantage of his intoxication., officers, especially Felton,
threatened him, played psycholo gical games and coerced him into
signing a confessio n.

illegally operating out of his jurisdiction. Officers saw Sullivan and two opening could be bad news heading my way. The death warrant ordeal
co·mpanions arrive in a car and go into the lounge. They waited outside must be mind-boggling with pressures rising proportionally as the
until the three left after the 4:00 a.m. closing, followed the car for less Execution hour draws near.". He prepared himself for the worst.
thari a mile, over the county line. Once inside Dade County, the police
On June 19 Graham signed death warrants for Sullivan and Charles
stopped Bob's car. With him were McLaughlin and Jackson.
Profitt (plaintiff in the 1976 Supreme Court test case). They were
Sullivan and McLaughlin were arrested. The car was searched even scheduled to dfo at 7:00 a.m. on Wednesday June 27 .
before Bob was read his rights,- revealing a shotgun in the trunk and a
Sullivan was informed of his new status and taken to a cell behind
pistol in the glove compartment. McLaughlin had stolen the pistol and the execution chamber. All of his property was taken from him and
placed it in the glove compartment, unknown to Sullivan. Police also stored, even legal papers and personal. letters and photographs. Two
found the victim's watch and Mastercharge on Sullivan. His claims of guards watched oyer him at all times - the death watch, to prevent the
innocence and repeated requests to call _attorney Thomas Murphy inmate from cheating the chair by his own hands. He was allowed only a
(whom he left only minutes before at Keith's) were ignored. Police Bible in his cell, and he had to request everything of the guards, even
interrogated him for over eight hours before
him. He failed to toilet paper~and cigarettes. The death watcli remains in effect until the
I-_ _ _ _ _ _ _...,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. maintain his right to silence and signed booking
away his rights. Taking sentence is carried out or an indefinite stay
is granted.
advantage of his intoxication, officers, especially Felton, threatened
Roy Black left his sickbed to argue for a stay of execution before
him, played psychological games and coerced him into signing a the Florida Supreme Court on Friday the 22nd. In a bitter blow, a stay
confession. They promised him parole in aJew years if he cooperated. was refused, by a 4-3 vote. A judge who had voted for Sullivan in 1974
Meanwhile, McLaughlin'was undergoing a similar interrogation, signing had switched his vote. Yet Chief Justice Arthur England's vigorous
a confession that named Sullivan as the killer. Gilbert Jackson was dissent was adopted by U.S. District Judge Jose Gonzalez three days
released at the arrest·scene after brief questioning and never brought to later, w'hen he granted_ Robert Sullivan an indefinite stay, 38 hours
the police s_tation or called as a witness.
·
before he was to die. A day later Profitt also received a stay.
_ Sullivan was pitifully naive, believing that his confession would be
Bob had survived his week-long ordeal with the support of many
thrown out in court. He was sure he would have a fair triat But his friends who wrote to him, and a few who visited him every day. These
father, a surgeon, refused to hire him a lawyer; Instead, he ended up are the people who could eloquently contest the prosecution's picture of
'with a public defender, who failed to locate five potential alibi witnesses a cold, calculating murderer. "It was not easy to preserve the balance
who could testify that he was thirty miles away, at Keith's, at the time of between having hope, and yet also preparing for the worst," he wrote in
the crime. He had his lawyer removed for incompetence. At the time of an evident understatement. Cardinal Medeiros of Boston and a number
his confession, Sullivan had deliberately stated he had beat Schmidt of other bishops sent telegrams on his behalf to the governor. As a result
with a tire iron and shot him four times, knowing that these statements of the _publicity brought by his predicament, two new witnesses came
would be contradicted by the autopsy report. His new attorney, another forward to sign sworn statements that Bob had indeed been at Keith's
public defender, failed to expose contradictions in the confession and in bar at the time of the murder.
'
1
police testimony.
• •
:People have spent a dozen years on death row before winning
At his trial in November, 1973, Sulliv~n was portrayed as a cold- complete exoneration. The last person to die on the Florida· electric
blooded killer wanting to commit the perfect crime. (Why, one chair before Spenkelink was Sie Dawson, a black male, who was
wonders, would he ·have used the credit card of someone he had just · executed at 9:08 a.m. on May 12, 1964. He may have been innocent.
murdered?) Felton had him stating during the interrogation, "I always
There has been official collusion in the attempt to kill Robert
wanted to commit a murder/' a remark he ·denies he ever made. Sullivan. Valuable, favorable evidence has been lost or destroyed.
McLaughlin slipped at one point during cross examination and admit- Gilbert Jackson was found "mysteriously murdered" in his home in
ted, "My sentence will depend on my testimony." (He received life with · Winthrop, Massachusetts on Aug. 28, 1978.The adhesive tape that had
the possibility of an early parole.) The defense attorney asked few bound the victim's wrists had two finger prints on it that were never
questions of the state's witnesses. The police, prosecutor, judge and matched. When examining police evidence a year ago, Black discovered
jury all knew of Sullivan's homosexuality; and the prosecutor made that the trial judge had had the clerk destroy the tape. At a recent
repeated comparisons to Leopold and Loeb. But there was no Clarence . hearing ·on a motion for a new trial, the public defender became the
Darrow to get him off. He was found guilty and sentenced to die.
state's star witness and argued against the allegation of insufficient
Florid~ had called a special session of the legislature to enact a new counsel.
capital punishment 'law after the Supreme Court's 1972 decision in
Roy Black has also discovered a confidential letter written by the
Furman v. Georgia, striking down the existing laws as unconstitutional · trial judge, Edward Cowart, to the Clemency Board after his 1977
because of their arbitrariness. Many states rushed to pass laws that they hearing, threatening to resign if Sullivan's sentence were reduced: Since
hoped would provide a "rational" enough cnterion to decide who is to the trial Cowart had been promoted to Chief Judge of Dade County.
1---- - - - - - - - + - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - 1 die and who is to live, to be considered constitutional. Robert Suillivan
Prosecutor Ira Dubitsky has become a Circuit Court judge, and Sgt.
was the seventh person to be sentenced under Florida's new law. Near Fenton was promoted to head the Hom1cide Division. The prosecl!,tor
the end of 1973 he,arrived on death row, where he has been ever since. who argued against Sullivan before the Clemency Board used his case as
His first appeal, automatically granted by the statute, was to the state an issue when she ran unsuccessfully for Circuit Court judge in 1978.
Supreme Court. His death sentence was the first one to be upheld, by a Add a governor who doesn't care whom he destroys in his path of polit4-2 vote~In 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled death penalty laws in ical advancement. Black's description of the bloodlust of officialdom is
Florida, Georgia and Texas constitutional; and shortly afterward it compelling:
,---- - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -- --- declined to hear his direct appeal. (He still has two more chances at the
(T]he Florida State Courts are only interested in executing as many people
high court before exhausting all appeals.)
as possible in as short a time as possible. At the Federal Court hearing,
Bob eventually contacted the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, an
the State sent three Attorneys General, two State Attorney~, and the trial
judge, in an effort to speed the execution. The State had 20-30 lawyers
orgahization that represents indigent _death row clients regardless of
working on the case, with t.he use of a private jet and the State Highway
race. Unfortunately, its resources are spread thin. Through the Fund he
Patrol to deliver documents.
IJ1et Roy Black of Miami, the first attorney to take an active interest in
As
Bob put it, "The State went all out to B-B-Q me."
his case. He is volunteering as lead counsel. Assisting him is Anthony ·
Sullivan has been realistic about his -chances for extermination." He
~ - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -- ---- Amsterdam of Stanford Law School, the foremost authority on capital
punishment in· the nation. Gay/prison activist Bari Lee Weaver of is white, a Northerner, well-edu~ated and from an affluent background
- a perfect sacrificial lamb for a Southern state1that has been criticized
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, has establishecl a defense fund.
Attorney Black is attempting to get Sullivan a new trial_- but his for executing so many poor, uneducated blacks. Rumor has it that
most urgent task now is just to keep him alive. Early in 1977 Bob and Florida wants to begin executing whites, to present the charade of
five other cases were presented before a Clemency Board headed by "fairness." And Robert Sullivan's case, conveniently, combines the
Governor Rubin Askew. The governor must either commute sentence to issue of capital punishment with the homophobia that Anita Bryant
life imprisonment, or sign the jnmate's death warrant. Askew signed tapped so successfully in Dade County two years ago;
t--- - - - - - : . - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 John Spenkelkin's warrant. This case
Unfortunately, this case is difficult to -organize around - except in
became the final test of Florida's
death penalty. None of the other cases had been acted on by the time opposition to capital punishment.and to demand a new trial. The double
Askew left office, in January, 1979. The U.S. Supreme Court rejected bind is that a gay protest would probably inflame officials and result in
Sperikelink's last appeal at the beginning of Aprif. Executions could a faster execution - yet we may lose him anyway.
The defense desperately needs to contact Thomas Murphy; the
proceed.
Ten inmates, including Spenkelink and Sullivan, were granted attorney who was drinking with Sullivan the ·night he was arrested.
clemency hearings
the new governor, Robert Graham. Inmates Murphy was a graduate of Suffolk Law School who was living in the
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ________ ___ were hopeful that before
Graham, who was seen as more liberal than his Miami area in 1973. Anyone knowing of his whereabouts is urgently
pr_edecessor, would not be as eager to execute as was Askew. They were requested to contact Roy Black at (305) 371-6421.
·
Robert Sullivan has struggled for years to vindicate himself, but he
wrong. At Spenkelink's hearing, Sullivan learned, the governor did not
ask a single question. "I can't figure him out,'' he said. On May 18 still has a long struggle ahead. His defense fund has been exhausted, and
death warrants were signed for John Spenkelink and Willie Dardon-a he needs support to continue this fight. Contributions can be sent to:
white and a black. Spenkelink was executed a week later. The state Robert Austin Sullivan Legal Defense Fund, 3002 · Marietta Avenue,
·
attorney general had personally gone to court to quash the final two Lancaster, PA 17601 ;
r - - - - -- - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 days of execution. Dardon received a longer stay, but he may soon
follow.
Sullivan's clemency hearing was in· the middle of May. The
governor can take as long as he wants to render a decision. So Sullivan
waited . . . while Spenkelink suffered his last agonies 50 yards from his
cell. "Knowing that a decision could come at any time keeps me wired
up,'' he wrote; "wondering if the phone ringing or the grille gate .

at a decision could
·me keeps me wired up
g if the phone ringing
ate opening could be
ading my .way. The
ordeal must be,,mindpressures r1s1ng pro, the Executio n hour

~----- --....------- ------a

"It was not easy to preserve · the'
balance between having hope, and
yet also preparing for the worst . ..''
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Frustrated, Terrified, Lonely:
By Kim Ward

A Lesbian's Experience in
·
Central State Hospital

This is a true story about a very asked if I was attracted to this
terrifying experience that I had as social worker whom I had told. I
a patient at Central State Hospital was also told that I had probably
in Oklahoma. I came to be a scared her a lot by talking with her
patient there through a referral about my feelings. This made me
from an alcoholism counselor at feel extremely guilty and wrong
the Norman Alcoholism Informa- about my feelings. Though I had
tion Center to receive tr:eatment not been aware of any attraction
for alcoholism and drug depen- for this woman, I began · to
dency. During the course of my question my awareness of my own
stay there, I was to get in touch feelings. I only went to one more
with a lot of my feelings that I had session and then I called a
suppressed_or had not been able to secretary at the Mental Health
deal with while I was abusing · Center and told her .that I wanted
alcohol and drugs. One of these to quit the sessions.
feelings concerned my sexuality,
By this time~ I was feeling really
which I felt
need to discuss , down on myself. I went to my
openly, just as I l_lad discussed Voe-Rehab counselor and told
other matters in my therapy group , him about my decision. He -sugand with others.
·
gested that I counsel with him
Wh'en I confronted my social once a week, or more often if I
worker with the fact that I ·am a needed to talk. During these seslesbian and that I was having sions, ·I was asked if I considered
some
difficulty
feeling myself "but:::h," was told to
comfortable with myself and piy "shake hands like a man if I
sexuality, she told me that she wanted to be like one" and was
would look for an individual to ridiculed in various other ways.refer me to for counseling. I was Later, I was asked about my childfeeling very uncomfortable about hood and my relationships with
this afterwards, and the issue was my mother and · step-father and
never brought up again until the was told that "something back
day I finished the treatment there had to have happened.'' I
program and was to move to the
was asked how _long I would be
Vocational Rehabilitation Center able to go into a gay bar and just
for job placement. At this time I drink cokes. When I was given
asked her if she had found a some schplastic aptitude tests, I
person and she gave me a man's was given some type of test in
name at the Mfntal Health Center which I drew a picture of a man
who would do individual therapy and a woman. When the test
with me. I told my counselor at results came back, included in the
Voe-Rehab and he okayed the results read to me by my counselor
sessions.
was the fact that "it has been
During our first meeting, I was · concluded that you are not a les-

a

bian." I was told that I feared
men and that my problem would
be resolved if I could only trust
men.
During this time, I really had a
· lot of faith in my counselor because I looked to him as an
authority and I was attempting to ,
change myself. But nothing was
changing in my feelings except
that I was getting more frustrated
and depressed. I told a psychiatric
attendant on the Voc: Rehab unit,
and she suggested that I go to
every dance every week, go out
with the men and visit with them,
and not associate so much with
the women. I did this for quite
some time and found myself feeling no attraction whatsoever when
I' danced with the men there. I
went to the movies both at the
hospital and outside the hospital
grounds and went out to dinner
with the men. However, I felt
nothing more than just having a
good time watching the show talking, eating, etc.
I had been attending a lot of Alcoholics
Ano~ymous
(AA)
meetings and staying sober during
this time, but I felt very scared
about what might happen because
my counselor was suggesting to
me that if I wanted to stay sober I
would have to solve this "problem." At this point, totally confused, depressed, and frustrated, I
went to my counselor and told
him a flat lie. I told him that the
"problem" was resolved and my
feelings had changed. I was tired
of talking wit him because it was

so humiliating to me. This discontinued the s.esslons. I. remember a
big smile came on his face as I told
him. Still confused, I left his
office and went on a town pass to
the library to search for books on
the cure of homosexuality.
A short while later, I was at an
AA meeting when a man there
said that he needed to talk about
the fact that he was gay and how
uncomfortable he had been with
this while he was drinking. I jus-1
about fell out of my chair!
Another gay person with a drinking problem who had been sober
for a while and seemed to be getting relatively happy and comfortable .with himself! When it wa_s
my turn to speak, I "came out"
and openly admitted that I too
was gay and how alone I had felt
with it.
It was at this time that I discovered Gay AA meetings. I have
been attending these . ever since.
Even though at this time I am the
only woman in the group, I have
continually grown and learned
more about myself. I have been
able to share and openly express
lot of my feelings and receive
positive reinforcement instead of
confrontation and negative feelings about myself as a lesbian. We
have several members in our
group who have several years of
sobriety and can really share their
feelings and experiences about the
gay drinkfng problem and alcoholism in ' the gay community.
While I was still living at VocRehab, I secretly attended these

It's only a quick dart
from

to

a

meetings and slowly began to feel
okay about myself as the person I
am.
I am now living in the Norman
community, holding a full-time
job, attending school part-time,
attending AA meetings, not
having to use alcohol and drugs
and most Qf all, leading a much
happier and more rewarding life.
One big step in this process
involved my finally being able to
talk with others openly about
being a lesbian without being condemned for it. I grant you, this
was not the only area that I
needed to work on at the fime and
I did receive a lot of help on my
other problems at the hospital.
However, no one tried talking
with me openly and constructively
about my · feelings and I never
received the support which would ·
have made me feel more like a
good person with a promising
future.
The fact that I was treated with
ridicule, was made to feel guilty,
and encouraged to "change" has
a lot to say ·about the way gay
patients are treated at Central
State Hospital. I can't begin to
adequately express to a person
(unless they have oeen in this
situation) how frustrating, terrifying, lonely and afraid I felt while I
was a patient at the hospital. My
sincere hope is that people will
read this with an open mind and
heart. I hope that the gay patients
at Central State Hospital today
are not subject to the harassment I
encountered there.
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Provincetown ,
isap.

and,we've got plen~
ComebyCar
6

__

Our stations have been pumping all through the
shortage ... every day, with many stati(;ms
open Saturdays and Sundays. Lines have been
minimal.

byBus
From New York (Greyhound/Bonanza - G/B),
Providence (G/B), and Boston (Plymouth
Brockton/Cape Cod Line). Call (617) 423-p8,10
(Boston) for information.

byAir
Provincetown-Boston Airline at Logan Airport
in Boston. Phone 1-800-631-5720 for reservations.

byBoat ·
The M. V. Provincetown from Long Wharf in
Boston, every day at 9:30 A.M. Call (617)
723-7800 (Boston) for more information.

and once you get here...
There arc new local buses looping the town and
. our fabulous beaches frequently from 10 _A.M.
to 2 A.M. - so you won't need a car.
Don't let OPEC spoil your vacation. You owe it
to yourself to enjoy all that Provincetown has
to offer.

PROfflCETOWN BUSINESS GUILD,INC.
·By Carl Wittman_
P.O. BOX 421OPROVINCET0WN □ MASS. 02657
News of Important Events in out is how full of "sense" the Supervisors' agenda last fall. Dan
the old days - the Battle of murders of San Francisco's mayor White - who, with his wife, was
. Hastings, the assassination of and first gay supervisor actually opening a s_mall baked-potato r
II
·
was its
Lincoln, the crucifixion of Chtist were. San Francisco's electorate is concern on Pier 39
- took a long time to reach its rapidly changing. Lesbians and . mmaaJJ:oorr apnrt~tgaogno1~nstis.t, and Milk its :,
a
"audience." A garbled version of gay men have moved to the city in
When Dan White quit his job as .
a story might .be brought by a droves in recent years, and now
traveller; later accounts would fill constitute perhaps 20-25% of the supervisor last fall, •. one can
in details or contradict this and population (almost all of"them are imagine the pressures put upon '
.
__ti~ert... :_~
, t-hat; legends would be woven, em- of voting age). A coalition chimu.mAn_s·st-~Wan_ FEr.aBnca_irsnceos Epx,u_'O_tm
1 1_
1
1
01
broidered or appliqued, left to between gays and racial·minorities
hang on the walls for generations would represent considerably took only a few days for White to
Single rooms starting from $12.50
of children to absorb; stories more than half the population. realize these samepeople had little
Rooms still available for the summer season
would be retold for decades. Some Two years ago this coalition won a interest in a fireman who used to
news would never reach anyone. ' minor victory: election of the city be a supervisor." People "who
We welcome men and women
by believed, not without cause, that
council
No tapestry, just a few threads; no governing
·336 Commercial Street (617) 487-0319 for reservations
oral tradition, just instinctive neighborhood rather than at- they owned a piece of [White]"
fears. This is the nature of gay large. Theresult\was the.election.of demanded that he get back on the
a gay supervisor, a black, and a job. Indeed, White must have
·
history.
been pretty desperate when Mayor
But now, with gay liberation feminist. As well as Da.n White.
There are interests in San Moscone held him to his
and modern technology, our
history is. also processed. Within Francisco which are not _pleased resignation and told him he ·was
watchers ,. with the prospect of a minorities.- not being appointed to fill his own
television
seconds,
throughout the world get the dominated city government. Dan vacancy. He was desperate
an White was a prime spokesperson enough to kill Moscone, and then
with
perhaps
scoop,
"analysis" a few hours later. The for these interests. His clean cut, to kill Milk, who not o.nly had
lobbied to keep White off the
next morning you can read the all-American boy image
same thing in the press. Perhaps a athlete, cop, soldier, fireman, Board but had opposed White
week later, special interest publi- husband and father- appealed to vigorously on the issues of POA
. cations like this one may give the electorate of his district. These representatioll and Pier · 39,
more detail, a different angle, per- voters are the foot-soldiers of the White's pet projects. White may
haps some rhetoric (although we right wing: working class people, have cracked, as his psychiatric .
try hard to downplay it). But by aspiring to the TV dream of the defense argued, but not so much
that time the rest of the media good life and scared of losing the that. he couldn't carry out the
have same kind of orders he had taken
they
wealth
have jolted us with the grounding modest
of the DC-lO's, the latest power precariously acquired. They are in the army or on the police force:
company rate increase scandal, sc9:red of people different from get your man.
What are commonly referred to
the loss of a flautist's hand on a them - queers, latinos, blacks,
subway track, and Skylab. Except middle-class liberals - and angry as the Dan White murders are
7 Center Street
for the few people actually at a government which taxes them better dubbed assassinations Provincetown, Ma.
involved, the important events for social welfare. They are faith- public officials were killed. as a
Tel. 617•487·3692
02657
quickly recede from the public ful to the pillars of 1950's challenge to the policies they were
America: God and Country, Hard supporting. Milk, apparently, was
awareness.
. not just "the gay supervisor" but
What I am afraid of is that the Work, Morality.
Most police officers in San the prime spokesperson for justice
important events which began
Milk/Moscone Francisco (as elsewhere) come for minorities, for city policies
the
with
assassinations and culminated in from this group, and the Police that would benefit people rather
In San Francisco
the "gay riot" at San Francisco Officers Association (POA) is than business. Moscone, more-of
City Hall and "police riot" a few their representative. The POA is a traditional liberal: had been suphours later on Castro Street are being challenged by an association portive of these concerns, while
being processed in the usual way, of ·black, latino, women, and his rival Dianne Feinstein had
robbing us of our history. We more liberal cops. it is also consistently been supported: by
remember the image of the cop threaten_ed by the implementation White and the monied, bigoJed
cars burning. Many of us deplore of a recruitment drive for gay cops , forces which he represented. It is
at last, a first class
the "senseless" violence, although - 170 women and men have hard to imagine that the political
we may feel good inside that we passed the initial screenings. incentive and consequences of the
hotel catering
be
could
fought back, and feel that the These struggles were foremost in assassinations
to ot:1r community
killer White got off cheap, having · the news last fall, before the overlooked.
However, throughout Dan
assassinations.
murdered our good leader..
Another, completely different White's trial, they were ignored
Recently, I spent a few days
/\LL 102
talking with friends in San set of people also backed Dan completely. The defense legal
ROOMS IN CL UDE
Francisco about these events. I White _;_ downtown financial . team, of course, portq1.yed White
p r 1v;i tc IJ.it l ,,, .,fpr T.V .,
came away with the sense that interests. These range from multi- ' as· a nice man who had cracked
rli lf,CI d ial pho11 f,
corporations - like under personal pressures, who
quite remarkable things are national
occurring there. I wish we could Bechtel, fo powerful developer- killed Milk and Moscone while in
hire a dozen bards to wander real estate interests who would a state of "diminished mental caaround the country recounting rather create a modern tourist- pacity." The prosecution (the San
940 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
this story, but in lieu of that, here center moneymaking city, than a Francisco District Attorney's
(415) 885-6800
free space for America's pariahs. office) obliged completely, thus
is what I would figure out.
The media would have us A major develoment scheme for guaranteeing the jurors' sympathy
tourist and getting White off with a mini_San Francisco
believe that the murders, the trial the
waterfront is Pier 39. This was mum sentence. Th!s strategy more
and the riots are all "senseless" Continued on Page 12
. that is, inexplicable. What stands another hot item on the
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· importantly guaranteed that the
political implications of the case
woul_d go unmentioned.
A short catalog of the DA's
\• office's performance shows more
· than ineptitude:
11i..__;_... . .- , · -The
jury was riot only
.__..t-.JJI-!!!!"'::.
' completely white and straight (the
· defense challenged three gays and
numerous minority jurors) but the
prosecutor acceeded to this jury
lwith 20 challenges still unused.
The prosecution didn't disp~te
___
the constitution of this jury,
· which did not even vaguely repre-'sent San Francisco's sexual and
. : racial makeup. The jury foreman
was a · Bechtel Corporation
executive.

Hottest!!1
•Fol• an• Stuff
Frl••Y Nights
GCN, aa Bromflel• Street

7 Winthrop Street

GAY
, ,DISCO
'.In Boston
•

I

Provincetown, MA 02657

(617) 487-0094

-The
prosecution
never
mentioned the political nature of
the rivalry betwee~ Milk and
Moscone and their assassin;
·or White;s
aversion
to
homosexuality.
Instead,
it CQnsented to the defense's view
that the killings were due to
White's personal breakdown.
-White's interrogation and
confession were administered by a
police inspector who was White's
former softball coach and an admitted · admirer of White.
"Coach" Falzon eneouraged
White to make statements which
would lead the jury to sympathize
with him. He failed to interrogate
him about why he had a gun, why
his aide didn't know he had the
gun; and ~hy he reloaded the gun
after killing Moscone and heading
Since immediately after the
for Milk. Falzon thanked White double asa.ssination, there has
for his truthfulness in the state- ·been an escalation of police
ment. The prosecutor failed to harassment in the gay community:
challengethis.sympathetic confes- · five brutal busts at the Crystal
sion. The -defense introduced• the Hotel; the closing of sex clubs
confession
evidence of its without notice; beatings of
client's diminished capacity under women outside Amelia's Bar in
·strained circumstances.
January and surliness and assaults
-The prosecution didn't call to. against lesbians by off duty oficers
the
witness
stand
White at Peg's pub later. Police
opponents who could testify arrested a man on Castro ~treet1
about his thuggery, nor did -they for posting a leaflet, whom theyl
mention any conflicts between later had to release when a crowd
White and his victjms (as one col- demanded it. Accompanying this
umnist pointed out, even in growing police attack was a sharp'
domestic murder trials, previous increase of attacks on queers inarguments between the spouses the street, which were. ignored and
are relevaitt) . .
not prosecuted by the police.
Clearly there existed a '' gentleThis police CaJI!paign was not
men's agreement" to ignore the just the usual sport of queer
political implications of the baiting which recurs now ·and
·· murders and the rivalries which then, but a responsetotheimled to them, as well as the police pr~ssive political gains of the gay
department's
sympatheti~ community in San Francisco.
confession. But it also raises the Within only six months ·a gay
question of whether a DA's office supervisor was elected, the Briggs
can fairly prosecute a case when initiative went down to resoundthe defendant is a representative ing defeat, a quarter of a million
of the police force.
marched in the Gay Pride parade,
White's relationship with the and the campaign to get gays on
police after his crime was extreme- the police force was underway.
ly friendly and warm. The Even under the stress of the
newspapers reported that Dan asassinations, many thousands
White first left the scene of the protested and mourned in a most
murder and walked to nearby SL dig~anner.
Mary's Cathedral. After summonThe next six months were
ing hi.~ wife, he then went to the marked
by
the
incidents
· nearby police precinct office, as mentioned above: a police
much for refuge as to surrender: counter-offensive. Law and Order
where else in San Francisco was he mayor Diane Feinstein was nQw at
so safe? Some police apparently the helm, liberal leaders Milk and ·
were wearing ''Free Dan White'' Moscone out of the way, and this
T-shirts throughout the trial. counter-offensive has gone un-::
Newspaper reporters attested to ·checked. The outburst of anger by
the friendly, even jocular, buddy- gays after the verdict was at least
buddy air surrounding White's as much about police aggression ,
pretrial incarceration. Could a as it was about a particular cop,
DA's office risk its relationship Dan White.
with the police by prosecuting one
A liberal police chief managed:
of them vigorously? Can the law- to keep the police leashed during
and-order machinery be expected the window-smashing and burning
to turn on its own heroes?
of police cars at City Hall
I am not interested in joining in (although one observer noted that '
the apparently endless debates the riot squad turned the previousabout whether the riots in San ly quiet mood into rage when they
Francisco
following
the charged through the crowd, ,
announcement of the verdict were knocking people over). But later
good things or not. What does in- in the evening, large numbers of
terest me is information about the police staged a riot of their own,
history of police-gay relations wading through Castro Street on a
before the riot, and the afteref- rampage. A few people were
fects of the riots, little of which arrested and many clubbed as
was reported by the press.
police· screamed "now it' s our
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· tum; motherfucking faggots, sick
· cocksuckers." They tore into a
gay bar, the Elephant Walk,
smashing glass and heads,
shouting "Sieg Heil, Banzai,"
and ''Get out; you goddam
queers." .Local
newspapers
reported these events, as their reporters were among the injured,
but the rest of the nation was left
uninformed.
Now, weeks after the verdict
and the rioting, it is hard to estimate what effect it all has had. My
impressions are anecdotal. Black
teenagers the next morning were
respectfuly impressed by the riot.
A Chicana on TV successfully
·resisted a reporter's attempts to
goad her into dwelling on animosities between Latinos and gays.
An elderly white woman at the
bus-stop cried arm in arm with my
friend Allan, saying that we young
gay people were the spirit of San
Francisco. A gay man who
condemned the violence at the
riots was chastised with "There's
200 people out there who are
under more pressure than Dan
White ever was." He thought
about it, and reconsidered his
judgement.
The
Chronicle
telephone ·poll indicated a massive
response to the question, "Was
White's verdict unjust?" Many
more callers said "Yes" than
"No," and large numbers of yes
votes were .not tallied because ·the
flood of calls tied up the "Yes"
phone number.
·
My hope is that the gay
community - lesbians as well as
gay men - felt united and wiser;
that the coalition with black and
Latinos was strengthened; that the
consistent injustice of the legal
system was widely recognized; and
that most people understand that
violence against property is of a
different nature than head
smashing and asassination. I
didn't encounter evidence in San
Francisco that my hopes were
unfounded.
What is depressing, however, is
the sense that the meaning of these
events gets swept away. Without a:
more permanent network of
discussion
and
political'
involvement, a lot of side-issues·I
get promoted, and the important
ones get lost.
Continued on Page 13 ·
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The Worst
That Could Happen
By Greg Jackson

Several months ago I wrote an
article about gay health problems
and my phobic reactions to them.
It was a sort of public coming out
as a hypochondriac. Many people
who read what I wrote told me
that they laughed heartily, but I
was not too surprised to find that
not a one of them believed that I
was telling the truth. They could
imagine a five year old boy hiding
behind the refrigerator to avoid
going to the doctor's for a shot.
But they could not believe that
this boy grew up and became a
twenty-seven year old man who
looks for the nearest Coldspot at
the ve~ mention of the words
"blood test." They were likewise
incredulous that a more or less
sane person would fear getting
hepatitis above all other fates. As
a reply to these people, I could
only sigh and repeat the hypochondriac's lament, "You just
don't understand what it's like."
Writing the article helped me a
great deal. Perhaps, confession is
as good for the neurosis as it is for
the soul. At any rate, I resolved to
stop seeing terminal illness lying
behind every ach~ and pain. I
drew great strength from my newfound courage; for the first time
in my life, I did not reach for the
bottle of Kwell every time my
crotch itched. And at last I really
believed that it is impossible to get
VD from a door knob.
So, when I began having what
appeared to be symptoms of hepatitis, I was prepared to dismiss
them as the inventions of a paranoid mind. After all, I had developed the~e symptoms periodically
ever since I had found out that
there was such a disease. I felt too
tired to get out of bed every morning, but I attributea this to spring
fever. It was late April even if
everyone in Boston was still
layered in goosedown and
wrapped in wool. My appetite also
mysteriously disappeared. My
roommates were flabbergasted at
this totally unprecedented change
in behavior. I reminded them that
I was in love and that loss of appetite is not uncommon for a person
in this rarefied state, Yes, they reminded me, but you have been in
love for the last four years and
you have eaten like a pig all along.
bUL I was not to be shaken from

my new-found confidence in my
good health.
My resolve did not begin to
crack until my pee turned the
color of a good Bourbon. A terrible realization began to flicker in
the back of my mind. However, I
did not go berserk until a friend
innocently asked me, "Greg, why
are your eyeballs yellow?"l felt. the
earth crumble beneath me.
Everything turned black as I collapsed heavily against the wall and
slipped slowly to the floor.
I woke up to find a glass of
orange juice extended toward me.
Even in my condition I was able to
resist. "Take that away," I whispered, "Don't you have any political consciousness? Get me to the
hospital.''
The most important relationship in a hypochondriac's life is
with a doctor. A junkie must have
a dealer he can depend upon and a
good bookie is invaluable to the
track addict. For the person
whose obsession is illne.ss, a
doctor who is as good at treating
imaginary diseases as he /she is at
treating the real thing is absolutely
essential. My own doctor can keep
a straight face as he reassures me
that it is indeed rare for a man to
develop breast . cancer. And Dr.
Williams does not intend a double
entendre when he gently suggests
that the lump I have discovered is
in my mind.
When I called this good doctor·
to inform him that I was dying of. hepatitis, · his answering service
told me that he was on vacation.
After having me as a patient all
year, he deserved a rest, but I had
to note the cruel irony of the situation. At last I had a dread and
deadly disease and I was going to
be cheated out of hearing him say,
"Well, Greg, you're right, this
time. You've got hepatitis." It
seemed a small final satisfaction
which I deserved before I died.
The lady at the answering
service gave me the name and
number of Dr. S., who was seeing
Dr. William's emergency patients .
and then hung up bef~re I had
finished telling her about my
symptoms. When I arrived at his
office, I took one ·look at Dr. S.
and knew that we were not going
to have a very good doctor/patient relationship. He did not look
a day over thirty and while I was
undressing I took enought time to
decipher the Roman numerals on

his medical certificate. They confirmed what I
already
feared : he had been a doctor
less than four years. I want my
doctors to have at least forty
years' practice. Those with less
experience read medical journals
and like to try out · the experimental cures and new-fangled
ideas ·round there. ·
However, I already had my
shirt off and could think of no
good excuse for leaving. I lay back
on the examining table, thinking
of good old white-haired Dr. Williams and wondering if I had
enough time left to fly to the
Canary Islands where he was vaca. tioning. Dr. S. poked at my liver,
examined the yellow of. my eyes,
asked me how I felt and pronounced - a little too cheerfully,
I thought - ''Well, it looks like
you've got hepatitis. "I told him to
give it to me straight. "How long
do I have, Doc?"
He laughed as. if to say he liked
a patient with a sense of humor.
"Yours appears to be a mild case.
A week in bed, two weeks out of
work and in a month you'll be
back to normal." Now, all the
health encyclopedia and medical
texts l keep around the house for
ready reference agree on one
thing: hepatitis is · a lingering,
debilitating and sometimes fatal
disease. The mortality rate is less
than 2%, but it would certainly be
a lot higher if all doctors were as
unaware of the seriousness of the
disease as Dr. S. appeared to be.
"Sure, Doc," I said and made
a mental note to speak to my
lawyer about a malpractice suit. I
dragged myself out of the office
and home to wait for the end. ·
It has been four months now
and the end has not come but I
haven't ruled out the possibility of
a sudden relapse and a quick
demise. I stayed in bed a week,
rested for two more and was back
to work in a month. However, I'm
not ready to give any credit to Dr.
S. I attribute this speedy recovery
to the iron will of my hypochondria to get well quick and move
along to other diseases. As soon as
I heard about the Three Mile
island mishap, my eyes began to
clear, my appetite returned and I
began to have enough energy to
wonder if my hair was really
falling out and if that nausea was
the first symptom of radiation
sickness.

Gl\~EN LEj\f
FLOl\lSTS
.\'lJT J('.lff A PIA.,.T .liiTORf:

TELEPHONE: 247-.3500
DICK GREENLEAF
478 COLUMBUS AVE.
SOUTH END, BOSTON

Spinazolla \says:
"Business in Restaurants
is off in all locations"
-BOSTON GLOBE, JULY 4, 1979

BUT!!!
AT'

Business is up WHY?
Ask the experts! ~ ~"Best Bet"
- TV 4- EVENING MAGAZINE
"Most Generous and Inclusive
Salad Bar I've Found"
-BOSTON PHOENIX
"Best Salad Bar in Town"
-BOSTON MAGAZINE
"Without Peer in Harvard Square"
- TUFTS OBSERVER

San Francisco
Continued from Page 12

. Side-issues, which distract us
from moving on to political maturity, seem to me to be the following things:
-Whether the jury members did
. the right thing. One juror later admitted that he had lied about his
hatred of homosexuality to stay
on the jury. While their judgment
seems outrageous to us, they are
not the enemy, and merely carried
out their orders. Impossible
pressures are put on ordinary
jurors to sympathize with the
police. It'sniuchmore important to
question the way jurors are
chosen, and whether minorities
are represented on juries.
-Dan White's fate. Vengeance is
not becoming to any political
movement, and in any case he is
no longer a powerful person. He
sounds like he always was a
competitive, bigote~, pugnacious
person. It is more relevant to discover in whose interest he committed the murders than to look for

ways to make •him pay for his
crimes.

reporter's microphone and hurled
it through a·window. Then, in remorse, the man turned to the re-Milk as Hero. While it seems porter sobbing
and asked
that Milk matured significantly forgiveness. "I'm sorry" he
after he took office and was an pleaded,
"But
you
can
unusually accessible and humane understand, can't you?" He
politician, as well as politically ef- , bro1ce down in tears, as he hugged
fective, the mawkishness of the the reporter. I am not worried that
emerging Harvey Milk cult makes we are an unduly violence-prone
me uncomfortable. Effective people.
leaders will emerge when there is a
If personalities and violence are
base
to
support
them. non-issues, what are the issues?
"Remember Harvey" seems to me Dismantling the machinery of the
to obscure the work at hand now. "justice" system should be on the
-Violence vs. non-violence. A top of our list. Some of our more
good bit of the condemnations of immediate goals should be to
the violence done to the cops and screen officers of justice for
City Hall comes from suspect racism and sexism. They should .
quarters: people who really don't be excluded when they exhibit
want to share their privileges. One these qualities. Po.lice need to be
letter writer says·"I bow my head m~responsib le~o the gay comin shame for the few who have munity: they should protect us
spoiled it for the many." The frorn\as~u!t,\i!_ather than consentbusiness-as-usual Advocate is ing and even participating in
collecting funds to replace the assaulting us. We must replace the
windows at City Hall. One anec- DA and mayor with women and
dote spoke to me more than all the men who are not the pawns of the
rhetoric: a gay ·man grabbed a right.
,

41 Charles St.
Beacon Hill,
Boston
723·7537

The Garage
Harvard Sq ..
Cambridge
661·8979

. Featuring:
Bottomless Salads,
Hamburgers,
Lasagna,
Quiche,
Chili,·
and much,
much more

OPEN 7 DA VS AND 7 NIGHTS AT 2 LOCATIONS

'Classifieds

Just' Friends is a section devoted
entirely to the concept of simple human
contact. If you seek a lover or a roommate, this Is the wrong column. If you
want to communicate with and/or meet
other gays to exchange ideas or socialize without the expectation of sexual
gratificatlo_n, you may send an ad in to
this section for just, $3.00 for up to 50
words (longer ads, 5~ each additional
word) plus a headline of no more than
25 characters. Write the ad· copy on a
plain piece of paper or use our form if it
all fits : Be sure to Include your name,
address and phone number for our files,
not necessarily the ad. You can have a
forwarding box for $3 for 6 weeks or a,
·pick-up box for $1 for 6 weeks. This
section is for both Individuals and
couples, not organizatior:is or groups.
We hope men and women will seek
friends of the opposite as well as the
same sex. Any ad that l,s clearly a .
personal .rather than a friendship ad wlll
be returned for proper payment at the
personal rate.

ACTON-CONCORD AREA
GWM, 35,' good looking, wants to meet
other GWMs in this area for friendship.

I'm elect engineer, ints include architecture, gardening, cooking, hifl systems, class music (esp organ). If you
would like to get to know me, please
write GCN Box 53. Thanks!
(47)
HELP YOUR FRIENDS RELAX
,Serious, accurate healing massage is
· still rare even among gays. Daily_
massage, both giving and receiving,
should be part of everyone's life.
Group(s) now forming to learn and
practice regularly. Call Phil 254-1818,
leave msg If out . • Other Teachers
welcome. (No$ Involved).
(7,2)

FRUSTRATION IS
a drip candle that won't. Rain didn't
dampen spirit or Frisbee on Common.
Would like to meet couple on roller
skates, maybe they'll say Hi here! Fire- ·
works were best part of program. Next
time? Sure Shot, Joe.
(3)
PAUL IN ARLINGTON
Moved from Bowdoin St., have no way
to contact you. Please write. Love ya,
Mike, 645 Beacon St., #424, Bos.
(3)
WOMEN: WE NEED ou'R OWN
political party to consolidate our power ·
and overthrow the economic and sexual
relations to bring about a society that
will meet' the needs of the mothers &
therefore, all the oppressed. Cail Nancy
522-5470.
(?)
The National March on Washington for
Lesbian & Gay Rights needs a full-time
media person to work out of New York
City. We are looking for someone experienced in working with national gay
& straight print & broadcast media.
Third World people are encouraged to
apply. Probable salar-y $150/wk; Job
available immediately. Cail Katherine at •
(303) 861-8663 or send resume to The
· March on Washington, Rocky Mt. Of,flee, P.O. Box 9664, Denver, CO 80209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,__.(4) .

GWM, 30, new in town. Seek GM for fun,
friendship, sex. Tail, beard, blue eyes,·
brown hair. GCN Box 76.
(3)
MOST EXCLUSIVE CLUB IN TOWN

LEE TABER
Call Ron at 267-7592
URGENT
(49)
GAY MALE SEEKS MATE
GWM, 48, becoming active in gay community, is seeking GM 35 :f: to 60 ± for
a sharing, caring together relationship.
I can relocate to your area. GCN Box 69.
If you wish to respond to a box number
In any of our ads, send to GCN Classlfleds, Box_, 22 Bromfleld St., Boston, MA 02108.

3 POLITICALLY CORRECT
dykes seek 4th for our matriarchal .
That is ail you pay for confidential · home in West Somerville. Near MT A, no
pets, no cigarettes. No dancing In the
mailbox and phone answering service.
aisle. No NUKES. Call Jil at 426-4469 or
Optional services ·. include typing,
Korey at 547-2302 days.
(c)
editing, accounting/tax assistance,
Feminist household needs mature,
copy center and conference room. Cali
responsible women. Co-op chore, meal
Bette James 661-2622.
(6)
· structure, lg. house, yard, garden, near
TATTOOS
bus. $80-90+ utll. Sharon (617)
J & L tattoo Studio
783-4293.
(4)
83 College Avenue
Lesbian feminist seeks another to
Waterville, Maine 04901
share 5 rm, 2 bdrm apt, Cen Sq area.
Phone (207) 872-7186
$167.50 ava Aug. 1. C~il aft 6 wkdays.
.
PETER
PAN WINDOW CLEANING
MASS. BAY
Anytime wkends. Evelyn, 547-5038. (3)
Clean, professional service, reasonable
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ARLIN.GTON HEIGHTS
rates. Call Billy, 427-3829.
(5)
INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES
2 GF sk GF or GM for plsnt 3 brapt nrT. ·
AND GROUP COUNSELING,
Frndly nbhd. Humor, flxblty +
ROOMMA TES
Newton Corner, Mass. (off tha Pike)
Consideration impt. $150 Incl. ail. (617)
(617) 965-1311 for appt.
646-0772 from 2·9 pm.
(4)
GWF, prof, 30s seek roommate for
GM seeks 2 for spacious apt with view
small farm, .30 min from Boston.
LAUREL COUNSELING
$350/mo. Prefer lesbian feminist, but : Aug. 1 MIF OK. Dorchester 10 mlns to T.
For Women. Students. Lesbians. Famwill meet men, etc. GCN Box 87.
(4) ·Supprtv/indepndt. $60 plus util. Call Ml•
ily Consultation. Career Counseling.
chael 261-8280 days, 288-2046 nights.(3)
Lesbian seeks same to share 2 bdrm
Sliding Scale. Initial Interview $10.
GM 29 health prof seeks stable GM
Beacon Hill apt, $200/mo incl heat. Or
Cambridge 354-7316.
(4)
rmmate who has or wants to search to- ..
· apt hunt Beacon Hill/Cambridge area.
NH GAY COUNSELING
gether for 2 br flat for Sept. 1 Pref.
Call eves 523-0431 .
(3)
Growth and crisis - men and women.
Camb, Somrvl, Mdfrd, or Alston,
ROOMMATE WANTED
Individual, couple and · family. Lyn
Brighton, Brkln areas. Cail Larry 776Male
roommate
wanted
to
share
2
bdr
1
Foley, Judy Sigler, both MSW, ACSW. ,
9469.
(4)
bath
apt
in
Leominster.
Only
serious
·
By app't only. (603) 224·5600. Concord. ,
need apply. Cali any time after 5. (617) ,
STRONG RESPONSIBLE MAN
537-3526.
(6) ,
will clean your apt or house efficiently! .
GWM frm LA area, 24, NEC grad stuQuality work, reas. rates, refs. Central
PAINT PAINT PAINT PAINT
dent into running, body bldg, sks si_m ·
Boston area only. Call Jim, eves:
Gay Community News needs black
M/F 23+ to share lrg attic apt in Cam522-7308 or 424·1070 .. No sex!
, bridgeport 10 min walk to BU Cntrl Sq. , glossy paint and white semigloss.
Latex please. Cail Eric or Mike at
Yr hit 113, util inc. Steve 492-5009, legit
426-4469.
(c)
only. No fools please.
(3)
GF sks Independent, mature, health- '
conscious F. Will have own 2 rms
w/porch & share 6 rm apt in quiet, sunny
Announces a new location
FOR SALE: GAY BAR IN OHIO
house. 142/mo. Bri. 782-3539.
(4)
739 Boylston St. Suite 407
•Columbus, Ohio, well establ. shopping
GWM seeks mature responsible male
, (near Buddies - across from Loni & Taylors)
center location, ample parking, approx.
~C,?ur telephone# 247-1832 Is ttie sa~e_J
to share mod 2 bed/2 bath apt in Somer115 seating capacity. $37.500. Write
ville near MTA. Balcony view of Bo~\ton.
O.E. Tavern, 3442 Cleveland Ave., CoCail Tony after 6. 625-1439.
(4)
LESBIAN COUPLES
lumbus, OH 43224.
(6)
4
lesbian
feminists
seek
one
woman
Established lesbian couples with a few
for
ELDERLY
but
functional
Smith-Corona
Jamaica
Plain
home
in
Sept.
$75-i;,now,
troublesome problems? Jill Stewart,
manual typewriter, CARBON RIBBON
$90+in March. Call us! 524-6209. Sense
Lesbian Feminist counselor; first
style. Great for someone who wants
session free. 247-2267.
(7)
(49) of humor a must.
reproduction quality typing. Price
negotiable. Dave Stryker, 661-6975
days.
(3)
GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUP
Beginning, has openings,
David Seil Associates
536-2665
(33)
Landscaping and gardening, experienced In ail types of landscape work. ·
Phone Bob Toscano (617) 267-6188.
(40)
C & B BUILDING
Carpentry, renovations, repairs & painting. Interior & exterior. Free estimates.
Mark 427-1622; Jim 524-2152.
(x)

That's right! You can Join the frantic,
funny, fabulous, group of men and
women who have the rare privilege of
folding and stuffing the paper at the
GCN offices on Friday nights. Come
.early and reserve your own special
place to "stuff It."
Man, 35, lkng 4 healthy, happy physically fit guy, probly ynger, 4 something lnglstng. Things I like: Building and
PAINT PAINT PAINT PAINT
making things, wilderness canoeing,
Gay Community News needs black
music, art, swimming, kids, dogs,
glossy paint and white semigloss. horses, ice cream, TV, movies, bks,
Latex please. Cail Eric or Mike at 426- ' being w/friends, being alone, loving,
.4469.
(c)
talking, laughing, staying home,. going
out, the city, the bush. Don't like:
LOOKING FOR GAY FRIENDS
,Would like to correspond by mail or Cruising, bars, pickles, strobe lights,
cassette with gay males or females, ex- chrome & glass furniture, using a wantchange feelings, likes, dislikes._Age not ad to meet someone. Considered atimportant. I'm 42 and female. GCN Box tractive, 6 ', 180, personable, reasonably
· bright, versatile, warm, independent,
8~
~
stable. Photo not essential, but would
Lonely GWM 29, 5 '11 ", 190,
col. be appreciated. Bob Williams, Box 362,
grad, new to area seeks ail Ms 20-28, Station K, Toronto, Canada.
MA area for friendship and fun. No
TEAROOM TRADE
drugs, I'm into sports, movies, music, GCN writer
researching a non-Judg- ·
more. If interested, send phone, photo, mental article
on tearoom activity
if poss., to Russ at P.O. Box 101 , E. ·wishes to
contact gay men, particularly ,
Milton, MA 02186.
(3) In Boston or New England, who are
Looking
for
any
level-headed willing to share information and
professional into arts/antiques, esp. experiences, good or bad, of this type
folk art, for friendship & sharing enjoy- of sexual activity. Anonymity guaranment of arts. Have lover, need friends teed. Contact GCN Box 70.
(c)
with similar interests. Your age and
,gender unimportant. I'm GWM 33. GCN
Box 79.
(4) .
GWM 40 just moved to Johnson, VT
looking for GWM in Johnson or Stowe .
area. GCr;,1 Box 80.
aassified Ad deadline b Tuesday noon (prior to Sun(3)

·av iks;

I

SERVICES

GAY AND DRINKING?
Student 24 seeks man to share spaThe Homophile Alcohol Treatment
cious 4 rm apt, 1st fir of house, Somr•
Service
offers
individual, . group
vile, near Cambridge, $112, Nonsmoker
counseling for gays, including hearing
preferred. 8/15 or 9/1. Dave, eves 628impaired. 80 Boylston St., Boston. , 0235.
(3)
426-5208.
(c)
Person to share 1st fl of Allston home
w/2F. Own rm; washer/dryer, porch, bk
PSYCHODRAMA
yd. Access to bus & T. We have a cat &
Group of men starting in
are semi-veggies, no dogs pis. $100
September. Experiential format
plus heat & utilities, Call Nicky 787to explore the evolution of one's
100~
~
sexual orientation and attitudes.
Sept 1-lesbian feminist seeks same to
For additional information and
share two bdrm Central Square apt. Or I
reservation of space, call
can move Into your apt. Cali Julie at
787-5400.
522-9781, nights.
(4)
AN OFFICE IN HARVARD SQUARE
FOR ONLY $25 A MONTH?

MISCELL ANEOUS

FOR SALE

CLASSIFIEDS

MOUSIE MOUSIE WILDFLOWER

We saw the Cape.
·v,Je ,f~Jt the heat.

You ~ezed a lot
which wasn't neat.
But mostly what we did
was eat.
I love you. Ail my love, Porcupine.
.
UNO UNO UNO
You can't imagine the time & energy
being spent on trying to get the car
ready for a trip to CA. Wish us luck. Did
you get the tea???
·
SHERI AND LOIS

Please don't worry. We'll be as careful
as· we can, and go as far as possible.
GWM 24, 5 '8", 140 student . at SMU
seeks room to rent within 15 minute
drive of SMU for 9-1-79. Will consider
the possibility of sharing apt. Am quiet,
honest and not into drugs or liquor. Box
191, East Bridgewater, MA02333.
(5)
HAPPY 30TH BIRTHDAY
Each mortal thing does one thing and
the same: Deals out that being indoors
each one dwells; Selves-goes itself;
MYSELF it speaks and spells, Crying
WHAT I DO IS ME: FOR THAT I CAME.
To your old-new nature Mime. All my
love,.Maureen.
(3)
MAUREEN
How much do you like Hopkins???
Would you and your friend like to meet
Unicorn and hers for tea or coffee and ·
talk?? If so, please send a note to
Unicorn, GCN, etc. It was a high to see
one of our favorites come through the
classifieds. By the way, we add our
birthday good wishes too, sight
unseen.
Vy att WF seeks same for sharing new
gay experiences. Prefer gentle, slim,
sensitive, 25-30, GCN Box 85.
(3)
GWM, 31, 5'7", 135, brn hr/es, . trm brd,
straight !king, seeks GWM 25-35,
5 1 8 "-6 ', brd/moustache for friends or
lovers. I lk music, long walks/talks,
good smoke, am gentle & hones_
t. Seek
same. Boston best. No S & M, B & D,
fats/fems. GCN Box 86.
(4)
My dearest Piranha,
.
I'd rather ring your bell than wrap wires
any day, I love you!
·
Yr I'll Shrlmple.
(3)

day publication).
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108.
.
Since·:;e·ai-e distribuied nationwide, piease include your
area code if your ad includes a telephone number.
Non-business: $3.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line); each additional line 25 cents. Headlines
are 50 cents per week for 25 characters.
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line) and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines are $1.00 for 25 characters.
If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office:
Our hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
There is a charge of $1.C)O for a phone number included
in a Personal ad.
Box numbers are available at $1.00 for 6 weeks if you
pick up your mail. If, however, you wish your mail
forwarded, the rate is $3 .00 for 6 weeks. Mail is
forwarded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks. If
you want mail forwarded for a 3 month period a
$5.00 charge will be made for the additional time.

Number of weeks ad is to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please circle one ofthe following ad categories:
APARTMENTS

FOR SALE

INSTRUCTION

JOBS OFFERED

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

JOBS WANTED

JUST FRIENDS
MOVERS
PERSONALS

LOST&FOUND
ORGANIZA TJONS
PRISONERS

MISCELL.

PENPALS
PUBLICATIONS

REAL ESTATE

RESORTS

RIDES

ROOMMATES

SERVICES

WANTED

I-ieadlines_ _ _ __..t · $___per wk.

$,_ _ __

First 4 lines_ _ _,at $___per wk.

$. _ _ __

Each additional line at $_ _per wk.

$, _ _ __

Pick_-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

$, _ _ __

Forward Box No. at $3.00/6 weeks

$, _ _ __

Phone Number in Personals at $1.00

$,_ _ __

3 months forwarding at $5 .00

$ _ _ __

TOTAL ENCLOSE D

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _____ Phone _ _ _ _ __
I

I

I ·-1

I rI I

SPACE

Ams & apts rented by eve, wkly or
mnthly. Also studio space for
artists-crafts- photogs, from $50/mo.
Tony Bosco 783-5701 .
(4)
ROCKPORT/ GLOUCESTER
- BEVERLY AREA GWM, 26, formerly from North shore,
quiet, prof., looking for sunny studio or
3 rm apt. w/heat & parking. Prefer G
owned or with other gay tenants.
Thanks. R.B., 213 Beacon St., #1-F,
Boston 02116 Tel. 353-0909

. RESORTS
••••••• $,_ _ __

Please Print Neatly
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ __

1

South End. Large, bright floor thru on
quiet st. $300. Available Sept 1. No
dogs. Cail owner 262-3964 after 6pm. (3)
Cambridge Apt ½ bl to Mass Ave betw
Harvard & Central, just renov historic
bldg. New kit/bath/wiring. D&D, 2 br, ,
mini greenhouse/solarium, share prlv
sendeck. Ail male bldg. No pets. Avail
lmmed. Owner (617) 255-1084 or 2557152.
(4)
FURNISHED
ROOM
WORKSHOP

I I I I I I I 1I l

PROVINCETOWN
2 bedroom house for rent
Center of Town-parking
250/wk. (617) 242-2837 after 5 PM.

(4)

WATERSHIP INN

· 7 Winthrop St., Provincetown, MA
· 02657 (617) 487-0094. Spend your
vacation In unique comfort and hospitality. Located near restaurants, discos
and beach. Free continental breakfast.
5
COME TO PROVINCETOWN

Find out why so ·many guys visit Provincetown at .this time of year. Carl's
Guest House, 68 Bradford St., Provincetown, MA. 487-1650.

ll I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11111 11111 11111 11111
Signature

Account No.
E~piration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _

□

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
An historic guest house, out of the way
to assure your privacy. River frontage,
water falls, fishing, hiking, meals, many
near-by attractions. No gas lines. Come
for the night, week, month. Cail Ron or ·
Pete, Inwood Manor, E. Barnet, VT
05821 (802)633-4047.
(5)

VISA

□ MASTER CHARGE

WANTED TO BUY - 10 SPEED
Foreign-make bicycle. Cail Jil 426-4469. ·
(C)
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Classifieds
IDENTITY HOUSE
Lesbian, gay, bl, peer counseling and In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alligroups. Rap groups: 2:30-5pm Sat. for ance/Morris County meets every Monwomen, and Sun. for men. Free walk-In day at 8:30 p.m. using facilities of
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY
counselling. Sun.-Tues. 6-10pm. Dona- Untarlan
Fellowship,
Normandy
Ad reps needed to work immediately!
426-4469.
(C)
tions accepted. 544 Ave. of Americas, Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ. Info: (201)
F.T. or P.T. during your own hrs. Meet
GCN needs file cabinets for 3x,5 cards.
NYC. 212-243-8181.
;e91-0388.
new people, explore new places. Great
Call Mike at 426-4469, If you know
for supplemental Income. 20% comMetropolitan Community Church of
JULY CLEARSPACE EVENTS .
where we can get some for free or
mission. Will train. Looking for reps to
Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00 ·27 Men's Dance 9pm
·
cheap.
work NYC, Wash. DC, Mid-west ... all
p.m. (hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge 28 Minds & Bodies Wkshp (open) 4-6pm
areas. Ad agency Inquiries encouraged I
St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward 30 Drop-In Center 1-4pm
So. NH lyricist seeks melody-makers!
Call "Yama," Gay Community News
T. Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All 30 Batik Workshop (open) 8pm
Let's write great songs! Seeks wimmin
8/M, 30, 5'10", 169, all man. WIii ans all.
(617) 426-7042.
(c)
31 Lifestyles of Gay Men & Lesbians
film/recording work. DEB c/o AltraJessie, J. White 144-493, P.O. Box persons are welcome.
Open Discussion 8pm
RN NEEDED TO VOLUNTEER
Native, Box 193, S. Berwick, ME
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
(3)
03908.
(3)
to coordinate mobile VD screening proCHURCH OF WORCESTER
26, 6 '2", 189 muscular lbs, B//M, lonely,
AUGUST
ject at bars. Sat. eves bl-weekly. DediChurch service at 2 Wellington St., 7pm
need correspondence with sensitive
2 Education Committee Mtg 7:30pm
cation only prerequisite. WIii train. Call
Sundays.
Potluck
Supper
and
Compeople.
Paul
Marquis
Tompkins
MOVERS
2 Publicity Committee Mtg 7:30pm
Ron (617) 267-7573, 9-5.
(1)
munion every Weds. at 7pm. 753-8360.
145-004, P.O. Box 45699, Lucasvilie, OH
4 Minds & Bodies Wkshp (open) 4-6pm
FUNDRAISER
WANTED
AFFIRMATION
45699.
(3)
THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
7 Steering Committee Mtg. 7:30pm
Quest:
a
feminist
quarterly
(a
501
(C)(3)
For
United
Methodist
Lesbian
and
Gay
Licensed-Insured-Professional
SP MAW, 37 5'8", 145, BH BR E, prefer
8 Men's Connections (Social Evening
Male Concerns-New England Chap24 hrs.lday-7 days/wk.-No O.T. charges. · organization), Is looking for a fundralser
BM but will ans all. Toni Vigil 28176,
- meet 7:15 at 103 Charles St.)
who
can
work
on
a
commissioned
ter.
For
more
Information
and/or
Local Jobs-Local Rates.
354-2184
Box 2500, Lincoln, NB_68502.
(3)
9 Fundralsing Com. Mtg 7:30pm
basis. In Its fifth year, Quest Is an indesupport reply to GCN Box 985.
11 Minds & Bodies Wkshp (open) 4-6pm
WM, 21, 5 '9", It br h, Gr e, 115, seek BM
pendent Journal publishing feminist
GAY SWITCHBOARD OF NYC
: REAL ESTATE
13 Drop In Center 1-4pm
who can love. Bobby Whitney 30868,
,theory and political analysis. Join us in
When you're In New York, give us a call
(3) for the latest Information on gay and 18 Minds & Bodies Wkshp 4-6pm
Box 2500, Lincoln, NB 68502.
REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION ia unique work experience. Our only re20 Steering Committee Mtg. 7:30pm
Customized counseling - answering
quirement Is enthusiasm! Contact:
WM 23, 6'4", 200, confiried for the past
lesbian events, which bars to go to,
if, what, where, when & how to buy.
Alexa Freeman, P.O. Box 8843, Wash5 yrs, paroled soon, lonely seeks where to stay, what group to contact, 21 BISexual Rap (open) 7:30pm
Income
property
analyzed.Exper
friends & correspondence. Will ans all. and which businesses to patronize. Call 22 Men's Connections 7:30pm
(x)
ington, DC 20003. (202) 293-1347.
Ed Cates - Gay Male Poetry
ienced real estate consultant. Fee $20.
Daniel Hassler 75 B 246, Clinton Cor- us to rap or Just to say hello. (212)
FUNDRAISER WANTED
25 Women's Canoe ·Trlp on Concord
Call (617) 267-8203 after 5pm.
(5)
367
rectional
Facility
Annex,
Box
777-1800, from 3pm until midnight. (20)
Earn a commission raising funds for
River - meet' 9am at Center
Dannemora, NY 12929.
(3)
the Mass. Caucus for Gay Legislation.
NH LAMBDA
25 Minds & Bodies Wkshp 4-6pm
Brown h & 3, 6 '3", 180, 20, have 18 mos Box 10~3, Concord, NH 03301. 332- 27 Drop-in Ctr. 1-4pm
Exciting part-time work. Call after 3,
;JOB OPPORTUNITIES
left and need friend. Will ans all. Robt 4440, 889-1416, 224-3785, 399-4927. A 29 Women's Concerns 8pm
M-Th at 742-4811. Thank you.
Women's . Community Health Ctr Lipham 56255, Box 221, W U 51-1051, statewide lesbian organization, meetAD REPS
(Alcoholism & Lesbianism)
' jobs as healthworker, no exp req.
(3) Ing the third Saturday of every month.
Raiford, FL 32083.
Rapidly expanding Feminist Monthly
· $100/wk. Ed outreach too. Black & other has openings for P.T.-F.T. reps. Salary
Goodlkng dude, 24, lonely would like to Support, education and political action,
CLEARSPACE (617) 876-0215
3rd world women , Span/Port spking,
start a meaningful relationship. Wladi- since 1976.
based on experience, plus 15% com485 M~ss. Ave., Cambridge, MA. 02139
RN, esp encouraged to apply. (617) · mission. 661-3567.
(x)
mir Tanchuk 062447, P.O. Box 221 ,
IN A SPIRITUAL CLOSET?
547-2302, by 8/3 or 639 Mass Ave. CamRaiford, FL 32083.
(3) . The Orthodox-Catholic Church-Premier
bridge, MA 02139.
(3)
Gay-oriented Ministry, invites inquiries
Yng interesting guy wants to hear from
PRISONERS
PUBLICATIONS
LAW REFORM ORG.
anyone interested in writing for from men with priestly vocation and
Needs secretary/adminstrator with exmissionary zeal. Box 1273, Anderson,
possible friendship. Alton Brown
ATTENTION
FOCUS annouces its 4th annual prose
perience in secretarial work and experi(4)
038704, Box 747, Starke, FL32091.
(3) SC 29622.
If you are harassed as a result of an ad
contest. $35.00 pr,i°?e to winning entry.
ence or aptitude for administrative
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
placed In GCN classlfleds, please let us
GWM, 21, bl h, bl e, 140, 5 '9", wishes to
Essays, stories, personal histories
work. Legal Services experience preknow the name, address, etc. of the
write someone for lasting relationship. Lesbian Mothers National Defense
(never before published) will be accepferred. Send resumes by Aug. 6, 1979 to
Fund, 2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle,
Will ans all. Kenneth Chamberlain
person Involved and we wlll take aptable. FOCUS has first publication
the Mass. Law Reform Institute, 2 Park
053945, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL WA 98109. (206) 282-5798. Membership
propriate action.
rights on all entries submitted. Contest
Square, Boston, MA 02116. (Attn: Glad$5.00.
32091.
(3)
deadline extended to Aug . 7, 1979. SubWe get many requests from gays in
ys Maged). Salary Scale - $12,250NGTF NEEDS YOU
mit your entry to FOCUS, OCBC, 1151
27, 5'11", 170. Will respond promptly:
prison to put pen pal ads In for them .
. 13,750. Starting date is Sept. 4, 1979.
Mass Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
(3)
Limited space prevents us from printWIiiiam Farmer 154-790, P.O. Box 511, Join with the largest, fastest growing
The MLRI is an Equal Opportunity
Columbus, OH 43216.
(3) gay civil rights group in the country!
ing as many of these ads as we would
Employer. Th ird World applicants
Before
you
stop
trying
to
find
a
lover
try
like to, since the prisoners do not have
GWM, 22, br h, hazel e, 138, 5 '9", wants The National Gay Task Force works
encouraged.
us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals.
the funds to pay for their ads. We will
to write someone for lasting relation- with a professional staff on media repTwelve Issues- $10, sample $1. You're
ARCHITECT
print more if anyone out there Is willing · ship. Will ans all. Bobby Lusk 059347, resentation, national legislation, inforNot Alone, · P.O. Drawer 839&CH,
Small Cambridge firm seeks B. Arch.
to contribute . .For each $3 we receive
(3) mation cleating-house, religious reBox 747, Starke, FL32091.
Atlanta, GA 30306
(c)
with some experience in working drawforms, corporate non-discrimination
we can print one more pen _pal ad. Send
Yng, feminine, attractive GWM needs statements, morel Help support our
ings for housing Job. Call Hugh Russell,
GAY SCENE - The Picture Homophlle
(c)
checks to Penpals, GCN Box k92.
cqrrespondence from other . sincere work-Join now. $20 membership ($5
(4)
18 Brattle St, 661-5880.
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication.
ATTENTION PRISONERS.
gays. "lady" name is Cathy, 22, 5 '6",
News From Everywhere; Movement
Retail crafts store seeks courteous,
limited income) Includes Newsletter.
If you want us to print your ads, please
125. Like a lasting relationship. Robert
News; King's Reviews (Stage, Screen,
honest salesperson with talent for disNGTF, 80 Fifth Ave. Rm. 1601, New
write very neatly and plainly. Print or
H. Lyons, 054210, P.O. Box747, Starke,
Book & T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian
York, NY 10011.
·
play. Approximately 30 hours per week,
use typewriter If possible. Fancy, small
FL 32091,
(3)
Life; Articles; Nude Plaything of the
including Saturdays & 3 eves.KnowReston Gay Rap Group meets twice a
or closely-packed writing Is unreadable
Month; Religious News; Personals; and
ledge of crafts helpful but more
month, 1st Friday, 3rd Tuesday each
and letters so written will be discarded
More. Send $1 for sample copy, $8.00
ORGANIZATIONS
important Is professionalism, taste &
month. Get It all together! Browns
from now on.
for 12 issues (In' plain envelope) to
ability to learn. Call owner's home
Chapel,
Rte.
606,
Reston,
VA
22090.
GWM 24, brn h, bl e, 170, looking for
REGIMENT, Box 247, Grand Central
12-6pm 354-7816.
(3)
ROLL CALL.
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
someone to have a lasting & sincere
Sta., NYC 10017.
Come and enjoy the breeze with GRAC
WOMEN WORKERS WANTED
Dignity/Boston
sponsors
EXODUS
relationship with. If there Is anyone
on roller skates. Meet at the Hatch
Guardian, independent radical newsWomen skilled In carpentry, plumbing,
MASS, a liturgy for gay and concerned
Interested write Gaylor Gullett 150-646,
Shell on Sundays at 1 pm and we'll go
weekly, covers black, women's, gay
insulation, to make repairs, willing to
Catholics, every Sunday at Arlington
P.O. Box 511, Columbus, OH 43216. (1)
as a group to rent skates, or bring your
struggles and liberation movements
teach at retreat for women near Lake
Street Church (Boston), Boylston St.
5'5",
130,
hazel
e,
brn
h.
Lonely.
Ronnie
own. We're also planning a bicycle exaround the world. Special offer: six
George. Room, board and $50/wk. 2
entrance, at 5:30pm. For Info contact
Minshew,
041385,
N-2-S-2,
P.O.
Box
747,
cursion In the near future. Please call
weeks for $1. Guardian, Dept. GCN, 33
wks. Call Anne-Marie for details. (617)
Dignity/Boston, 355 Boylston St., BosStarke, FL 32091.
(1)
for details. Andre 288-6310.
(4)
W. 17 St., NYC, NY 10011.
(c)
643-4129.
(6)
ton, MA 0~114. Tel. 536-6518.

PAINT PAINT PAINT PAINT
Gay Community News needs black
glossy paint and white semigloss.
Latex please. Call Eric or -Mike at

Kitchen - help, handyman needed at
House Restaurant, 783-5701.
(3)

BM, 26, vy handsome. I love gay people
and want to meet one who is willing to
share my love on the outside as well as
my friendship inside. Jackie Hardy
030971, P-2-5-3, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL
(3)
32091.
24, brn h, hazel eyes, 6 ', 150. Like painting, camping, reading, corresponding.
!:!my Crawford 139-924. P.O. Box 45699,
Lucasvllle, OH 45699.
(3)

.M •~ England Dar Guide .
VERMONT

·CONNECTICUT
NEWPORT
HARTFORD

NICK'S. CAFE HOUSE
1943 Br.oad St. (203) 522-1933
THE WARE.HOUSE CAFE
"'61 Woodbine St.
CHEZ-EST
238 Columbus Blvd.
EVERGREEN
39 Webster St. 527-9895
(women)

THE VENETIAN ROOM
S Farwell St. (401) 847-1748
DAVID'S
28 Prospect Hill (401) 847-9698
PROVIDENCE

FIFE AND DRUM
li.J Weybosset
THE GALLERY;
194 Richmond St.
I MIRABAR
Ew-HAVEN
:'..:N~~~~.:..__________
109 Eddy St.
PARTNER'S
.
LA BOHEME
365 Crown St. (203) 624-S5l0
83 Dorrance St. (401) 621-8681
(separate women's room)
RICARDO'S .COPA
SMITHFIELD
130 Crown St. (203) 776-6404
_ THE LOFT
. THE PUB C.t\FE .·
Farnum Pike (401) 231-1180
168 York (203) 787-1809
PARKWAY
WOONSOCKET
1574 Chapel St. (2~3) 798-9655
THE HIGH ST. CAFE
NEW LONDON
281 High St. (401) 762-9740
FRANK'S PLACE
9 Tilley St.
(203) 443-8883
SALTY DOG
J:"equot Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

BOSTON EAGLE
88 Queensberry St. 247-9586
THE ANSWE°R CA:FE
Leather. Men. Thurs. Club Nite, Sunday
23S Danbury Rd. Rte. 7
BJunch 3PM. Movies Mon. & Tues. 8PM
(203) 354-7901
·
. THE BAR
l52 Boylston St. 247-9308
WATERBURY
· Disco dancing, mostly men.
~T'..!:H~E~C:!L!!U:::B::.=.:CA'---FE-------- CHAPS
27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
384 w. Main St.
(203) 7S5-7236
~1~TS
_
NEW MILFORD

WESTPORT

THE BROOK
919 Boston Post Rd. East
(203) 226-6204
VINCENT'S DISCO
925 State St. East
(203) 227-9888
RHODE ISLAND
CENTRAL FALLS

MARTY'S
176 Railroad St. (401) 728-S4<i0

271 Dartmouth St. 536-8200
Dancing. Mostly men.
DELIVERY ENTRANCE
.At The House Restaurant
I12 Wilton St., Allston 783-5701
-Men & Women. "It's Different"
HARRY'S PLACE
4s'Essex St.
Dancing. Men.
HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM
1254 Boylston St. 266-2986
Leather. Men. Sunday Brunch 7PM Thurs.
JACQUES
79 Broadway 338-7502
Mixed. D~ncing.

NAPOLEON CLUB
52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun. Men.
PLAYLAND
21 Essex St.
Men (some Women)
119 MERRIMAC
119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Dancing. Men. Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-llPM
SAINTS
(Call 354-8807) Women
SOMEWHERE
295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Dancing, Mixed.
Sunday Brunch 12-2PM
SPORTER'S CAFE
228 Cambridge St.
Men. Movies Mon., 5PM
Sunday Brunch 3PM
TOGETHER
110 Boylston St.
Disco Dancing. Mixed.
1270
1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
Disco Dancing. Mixed (mostly Men)

THE MEETING PLACE
1447 Acushnet Ave.
(617) 994-7674
THE R&R CLUB
78 Covel St.
(617) 995-8247
· NORTHAMPTON

CAMBRIDGE

"PARADISE
180 Massachusetts Ave. 864-4130
Talking, mostly Men
LOWELL

COSMOPOLITAN CAFE
511 Market St.
LYNN

FRAN'S PLACE
776 Washington St.
(617) 595-8961
MR. DOMINIC'S
34-36 Central Ave.
(617) 595-9051
NEW BEDFORD

FRIENDS AND LOVERS
145 N. Front St.
(617) 993-9436

ANDREW'S INN
(802) 436-3966
BRATTLEBORO

FLAT ST. DISCO
(Gay crowd on Wed.)

THE GAYLA
Main St.
. PROVINCETOWN

THE ATLANTIC HOUSE .
Masonic Place
(617) 487-3821
THE CROWN AND ANCHOR
·247 Commercial St.
..THE TOWN HOUSE
291 Commercial St.
(617) 487-0292
. MS. 247
.247 Commercial St.
(Women)
. · THE PIED PIPER
193A Commercial St.
BROCKTON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Women)
(617) 487-1527
==:.:.:..:..:::.:..:.._
ENRICO'S LOUNGE
20 Legion Pkwy
(617) 588-9716
BOB'S PLACE .
44 Centre St.
(617) 588-9976

BELLOWS FALLS

POST OFFICE 'CABARET
303 Commercial St.
(617) 487-0098
RANDOLPH

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER

TUDOR CAFE
361 Pine St. (603) 623-9310
NORTH CONWAY

CAFE MUSE & CAPTAIN QUIG'S BAR
Main St. (603) 356-2313
PORTSMOUTH

SEA PORT CLUB
Rt. 1 Bypass (603) 436-9451

MAINE
AUGUSTA

THE EAST SIDE
N. Belfast Ave. (Rte. 7)
(207) 622-4393 .

RANDOLPH COUNTRY CLUB
(617) 963-9809

LEWISTON

SPRINGFIELD

BLUE SWAN
Canal St.

THE FRONTIER
19 Pearl St.

OGUNQUIT

THE PUB
_382 Dwight St.
ARBOR LOUNGE
Washington St.

ANABEL'S
Rte. 1 (at Maine St.)
(207) 646-8453

TYNGSBORO

LUNA BASE ONE
Rte. 2 (disco; mixed)

DiROCCO'S CABARET
Frost Rd . (Rte. 3A)
(617) 649-9186

ORONO

PORTLAND

PHOENIX

..:.;Wc...:O:.=R.:.:C:.=ES=-=-T=ER=---------- · .. 83 Oak St. (207) 773-5695

- ISAIAH'S
11 Thomas St.
THE MAIL BOX
282 Main St. (413) 752-8992
Disco, Mixed.

ONE WAY
10 Union Plafe
ROL~P'S TAVERN
413A 'CuRlberland Ave.
(207) 772-9159

